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Summary
Advocacy commonly refers to individuals or groups undertaking initiatives, often
speaking on behalf of vulnerable populations, to bring about a change in society.
Advocacy takes numerous forms, ranging from actions that target individuals or
institutions in positions of power (i.e. policy advocacy) to those that target individuals (i.e.
advocacy for behaviour change).
In recent decades, the importance of advocacy in bringing about positive social change
has been widely recognised. With the advent of social media, technology and the
Internet, investment and reliance on advocacy efforts have increased exponentially. In
this study, we examine methods and techniques to evaluate advocacy programs for their
effectiveness and identify factors associated with successful programs. The audience for
this study is advocacy professionals, funders, and institutions that rely on and
programme for advocacy.
Since advocacy efforts often unfold in dynamic sociopolitical environments and have
nonlinear impact trajectories with a diversity of variables that influence outcomes, it is
often difficult to evaluate advocacy programs and initiatives.
The objectives of this paper are:
• To examine and discuss challenges related to evaluating advocacy initiatives;
• To identify factors associated with successful advocacy interventions; and
• To identify possible evaluation methodologies; compare and contrast various
tools available for advocacy evaluation; and present a toolkit of methods to be
used by evaluators and practitioners of advocacy.

Methods
We employ a mixed-method approach in this paper. We review advocacy evaluation
studies that measure the causal effects of advocacy interventions, using a positive
deviance approach to analyse factors associated with programme success. Further, we
use in-depth qualitative interviews with 14 advocacy and advocacy evaluation experts
and review relevant literature to inspect challenges and identify prospective
methodologies associated with comprehensively evaluating advocacy initiatives.

Results
Challenges to advocacy evaluations relate primarily to the multiple objectives of
advocacy-related actions, difficulties in reliable data collection, and the aggregative
approach that most advocacy actions take, as they build on previous successes while
discarding unsuccessful aspects. This underscores the need for flexible evaluation tools.
Determining the timing of evaluations (prospective and concurrent versus subsequent to
intervention) is also a concern, as is determining the role of the evaluator. It is difficult to
establish causality (Is the advocacy intervention what caused the change?) and measure
attributable change or measure contribution, because varied actors are involved in
successful advocacy initiatives.
We discuss standards that can be used to evaluate different types of advocacy
intervention. It is important to have evidence that can examine the efficacy of links in
ii

theories of change and have high specificity and sensitivity. We conclude that certainty
and uniqueness of evidence are important attributes for evaluations of advocacy
programs.
A positive deviance analysis of 56 impact evaluations that evaluate advocacy
interventions shows that important correlates of successful advocacy programs are who
advocates, if incentives are offered, whether the target group is compared to another
population in advocacy messages, who delivers messages, and the channel for
information dissemination. We find no theory-based impact evaluations that examine
policy advocacy initiatives.
Methods such as the case study, process tracing, outcome mapping and qualitative
comparative analysis provide some solutions to challenges encountered in evaluating
advocacy initiatives, but each has its limitations.

Conclusion
We found no evaluations of policy advocacy that used theory-based impact evaluations.
All the evaluations that used such methods examined advocacy efforts to change
behaviour at the individual or group level. We highlight that evaluating advocacy actions
requires a combination of methods, and that any single method is too limited to evaluate
advocacy initiatives. Before selecting an evaluation method, it is essential to perform a
careful study of the nature and purpose of the initiative and factors influencing it. Building
retrospective theories of change is one way to begin. Mapping stakeholders and
contributors and identifying critical nodes in the overall theory of change can then
indicate which methods could be most usefully employed to obtain a wholesome
perspective of effectiveness and efficiency.
Identifying key links in the theory of change that are critical to overall success allows
researchers to undertake important and timely efficacy evaluations, while using rigorous
identification methods. For assessing overall effectiveness, process tracing – combined
with techniques such as Bayesian updating and with special attention to specificity and
sensitivity of evidence – may be useful. A clear idea of what data to collect is a
potentially important approach that may help to combine the virtues of qualitative and
quantitative methods. We also briefly underscore the importance of having high certainty
in evidence and uniqueness, borrowing from the forensic science. Lastly, we present a
toolkit that we hope will be useful to those interested in evaluating advocacy programs
and initiatives.
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1. Introduction
Initiatives undertaken by individuals or groups to influence critical decisions in
sociopolitical and economic spheres are commonly referred to as advocacy. Essentially
seen as the process of speaking on behalf of individuals, particularly vulnerable groups,
with the aim of bringing about systemic changes, advocacy often entails mobilising
potentially affected individuals and organisations to participate along with advocates in
campaigning. In many cases, advocacy initiatives also aim to empower individuals to
fight for themselves by speaking up (Mayoux 2003).
The word advocacy is derived from the Latin word advocare, which means ‘to call out for
aid’. Advocacy involves an advocate, usually an individual or group involved in the
advocacy activity who communicates with a target group and is responsible for bringing
about the change. The target group has the potential (power) to bring about the change
and is advocated to. We distinguish the target group from beneficiaries, the individuals
who will likely benefit from advocacy actions. For example, a not-for-profit organisation
may be an advocate that campaigns for stricter laws and punitive measures related to
child labor. The target group for this advocacy initiative is policymakers who are
expected to enact stringent laws to safeguard children’s rights, and children are the
beneficiaries of advocacy.
However, the term advocacy is wide ranging. It has come to include voluntary initiatives
by individuals (or organisations) to bring about social change, and includes support for
and adoption of a particular cause by beneficiaries. In this study, we do not examine
advocacy initiatives that may be used for negative outcomes.
Nearly every organisation or researcher studying advocacy uses a different definition of
advocacy. We have developed the following definition:
Advocacy is the deliberate process of managing information and knowledge 1 with
the clear goal to influence and/or change the policies, practices, power dynamics,
attitudes and/or actions that directly and positively affect lives. Advocacy can be
employed by a directly or indirectly affected population, or by a third party on
behalf of an affected population, including those inside and outside of
government or other positions of power.
This definition includes advocacy initiatives in which the targeted outcome is change in
policies (policy advocacy) or changes in behaviour, attitude, or knowledge an individual
or group possesses. The definition does not include, however, initiatives in which the
targeted outcome is advocacy. 2
Advocacy initiatives may take numerous forms. We distinguish between the following
types of advocacy (Coffman 2009):
• Policy advocacy: This group of actions includes initiatives or programs that target
changes in policies or legislation that, in turn, may affect entire sociopolitical
systems. Policy advocacy programs typically target members of the
1

In this definition, information and knowledge management includes information dissemination,
evidence-building and education.
2 We define advocacy as a means to an end, not the end itself.
1

•

•

administration, such as legislators and elected officials. Policy advocacy aims to
create new policies or change or refine existing ones, frequently benefiting
disadvantaged populations. Policy advocacy actions usually engage individuals in
positions of power (e.g. legislators).
Systems advocacy: These are advocacy initiatives aimed at bringing about
positive change in programs and practices at the organisational or community
level to benefit the intended population. This form of advocacy targets
established local bodies for bringing about a change.
Advocacy for attitude and behaviour change: These are advocacy programs that
engage and target individuals or communities. The desired outcome is
behavioural or attitudinal change among individuals or communities.

Advocacy initiatives may also be classified according to the channels of communication
they employ. For example, media advocacy makes use of mass media and
communication strategically for bringing about social change. We discuss this in Section
2.

1.1 Importance of advocacy in the present context
The act of advocating to influence those in power has occurred for centuries. Citizens
have been advocating on their own behalf, as illustrated by the anti-taxation movements
in colonised countries (Westin 2012). Similarly, individuals and groups have been
advocating on behalf of others, such as during the universal suffrage or civil rights
movements (Smiltneek n.d.; Paden 2011). In the past century, advocacy for behaviour
change related to health, political participation and pro-environmental causes has also
become very common (Cummins 2015).
In recent decades, advocacy efforts have grown in number, sophistication and scope. In
some cases, advocacy has been found to be a useful tool in bringing about desirable
social changes. In order to promote desirable behaviours among people in a community,
advocacy strategies need to account for laws and policies in the community and gauge
the extent to which these enable desired behaviour – i.e. if existing policies allow and aid
the adoption of desirable behaviours or if there are punishments for noncompliance.
Successful behaviour change programs often target changes in social norms. Advocacy
actions therefore frequently target social mobilisation at the community level and policy
change simultaneously (UNICEF 2010).
Policy advocacy aims to establish or change legislation. This influences social or group
behaviour, while communications associated with the advocacy campaigns usually aim
to inform, change knowledge, and therefore influence the attitudes and practices of
individuals. Advocacy aims to change the social and political environment to facilitate
and maintain this change at the level of the individual (UNICEF 2010).
Modern advocacy initiatives have witnessed phenomenal growth in size, frequency and
substance in recent years. Profiling, use of technology and social media, and use of
insights from psychology, economics and anthropology have all enriched this space, and
advocacy initiatives ranging from grassroots protests to transnational coalitions have all
used these methods and insights. Perhaps as a consequence, advocacy has come to be
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recognised as a specific discipline, and organisations have responded by increasing
monetary outlays for advocacy initiatives (Mayoux 2003).
A key to understanding the impact of advocacy initiatives is identifying the process
through which changes occur in attitudes, behaviour or policy, while recognising that this
is not necessarily a linear process. Below, we present two theories of change to illustrate
how advocacy actions may create change at the policy and individual levels.

Figure 1: An example theory of change for advocacy aimed at influencing policy

Figure 1 shows key elements of an advocacy effort designed to influence policy to
provide improved public services. During the preparation and planning stage, the
advocate or researcher typically conducts a policy assessment, maps the landscape of
potential supporters and opponents, and develops appropriate strategies and messages
to bring about the desired policy change. The messages vary depending on the target
audience and purpose. For example, certain messages are designed to convince other
organisations to join the effort. With the help of new allies, messaging is aimed towards
two groups – the public and policymakers. These efforts are designed to build public will
and political will to support the intended policy change. Mediated by the media and
influenced by peers and constituency members, the theory is that this will influence
policymakers to make a change (Coffman et al. 2007). Ideally, policymakers or other
prominent figures become champions for the new policy and assist in bringing attention
to the problem while negotiating the content of new policy. Once the intended policy is
adopted through legislative vote or executive action, it is implemented and maintained
with the help of public administrators and implementers.
3

This theory of change for policy advocacy relies on some critical assumptions:
• Targeting: Communication or information reaches its target audiences – allies,
the public and policymakers (i.e. the strategy is well-targeted);
• Engagement and resources: The problem advocacy initiatives are targeting is
one that people care about and one that other organisations are willing to devote
time and resources to;
• Feedback loops and accountability: Political leaders listen to the public and civil
society and are in some way accountable to them (i.e. there is a feedback loop);
and
• Efficacy: The policy is well-designed and, if implemented well, will lead to
improved and more effective services.
Figure 2: An example theory of change for advocacy aimed at influencing attitudes
or behaviours

Figure 2 illustrates a potential theory of change for advocacy initiatives that target
behaviour change. Resource mobilisation is typically a key initial step. Then, advocates
and researchers use evidence and other information to assess the depth and reach of
the problem. The goal for the campaign is consequently narrowed and refined. Based on
the goal, the advocacy team develops messages and materials customised for different
audiences. Target audiences include not only people whose behaviour the campaign
intends to change (in this case, the beneficiaries and the target group merge), but also
another target group that includes public role models, educators or healthcare
professionals. The theory is that support for the campaign from these influencers will
4

likely influence the target population. Awareness-raising activities undertaken as part of
this overall action may include Internet outreach, paid media spots, grassroots
mobilisation, rallies or marches, briefings or presentations to experts, public service
announcements, and demonstration projects or pilots.
The intended outcome of such efforts is to make the beneficiary (i.e. the public) aware of
the concern. For example, an advocacy campaign that promotes handwashing may
either provide evidence of the link between handwashing and individual health or
reframe it as a community or collective good (because it stops the spread of disease).
Issue reframing is often part of raising public awareness and motivating people to
change their behaviours.
The final stage of this theory of change is the impact, in which the behaviour change
translates into real improvement in people’s lives. In the handwashing example, the
desired impact is a decrease in the incidence of sanitation-related diseases (e.g.
diarrhoea) in the population.
This theory of change rests on a few key assumptions:
• Efficacy: It is possible to address the problem at the individual level (i.e. if
implemented well, handwashing will lead to a reduction in disease incidence);
• Targeting: Communication efforts reach their intended audiences;
• Trust and engagement: ultimately, beneficiaries will believe that the solution
works and engage with it; and
• Self-realisation: People (beneficiaries) are open to changing behaviours and able
to change them.

1.2 Rationale for this study
Despite growing interest in and use of advocacy action, the evidence base of what
makes advocacy initiatives effective is limited. With the advent of myriad advocacy
techniques and with advocacy becoming a component of almost every political or socialbehavioural change program, there is an important need to evaluate the effectiveness of
advocacy: do advocacy initiatives work, and if so, how much? What are the
characteristics of successful advocacy efforts? Evaluation of advocacy initiatives or
advocacy evaluation has the potential to inform those engaging in, benefiting from or
funding advocacy actions. It can therefore help future advocates learn advocacy, validate
investments in advocacy work for donors and promote accountability (Coe and
Schlangen 2011).
Advocacy evaluation can also be instrumental in informing learning and strategy, both
internally (within organisations) and across the advocacy field. Prospective or formative
evaluation can help organisations modify their strategies or change course as a result of
measured outcomes (Coffman 2009). Advocacy evaluation can guide allocation of
resources by identifying the effectiveness and value for dollar of different initiatives and
assist donors in assessing the impact of their investments to justify funding. Finally,
advocacy evaluation may help in understanding the impact of an initiative in the context
of specific programme goals or outcomes: did advocacy ultimately help the programme
reach its intended goals? Did advocacy bring about change in a shorter amount of time?
Did advocacy create conditions that made change sustainable?
5

1.3 Challenges relating to advocacy evaluation
Advocacy initiatives are of numerous types and require a diverse toolkit for evaluation.
When the effectiveness of an intervention is being investigated and the target of the
intervention is a large enough group of identifiable units, it may be possible to use
experimental methods. This large-n scenario (e.g. people, villages, classes) presumes
that a comparison group is identifiable (Boaz et al. 2008). Advocacy initiatives that aim to
change behaviour or attitudes of beneficiaries usually fall into this category. For
situations in which random assignment to a control group is not feasible, there is a range
of quasi-experimental methods available that attempt to construct credible counterfactual
groups through alternative means. This group of interventions requires a large number of
units of assignment (or units at which an initiative is implemented). If there are few units
of assignment of the advocacy initiative, such as a nationwide policy change, these
conditions may not hold, requiring other methods to understand the initiative’s
effectiveness.
In the case of advocacy interventions, the intent of the intervention is not always to
change attitudes or behaviours of a large number of individuals. For advocacy
approaches such as those that aim to change policy, small-n evaluation approaches, as
defined in White and Phillips (2012), are typically called for. It is common for this family
of evaluations to focus on the specification of a theory of change, together with a number
of alternative causal hypotheses. Causation is then established by collecting evidence to
validate, invalidate or revise the hypothesised explanations, with the goal of evidencing
the links in the actual causal chain. If, rather than focusing on effectiveness questions,
evaluations aim to understand the relevance of advocacy interventions, investigate
channels through which an effect is achieved, or examine the extent to which programs
have been implemented well (implementation fidelity), then a range of qualitative and
process evaluation techniques are available.
A challenge in advocacy evaluation is that it may not always be possible to quantify the
effects of advocacy initiatives. This adds to the difficulty in designing indicators to
measure the success of an advocacy program. In addition, the trajectory connecting
advocacy initiatives and the end results or markers of progress is complex and nonlinear.
This calls for a nuanced approach to advocacy evaluation that takes into account
understanding the finer aspects in the process of policy change (Teles and Schmitt
2011).
Advocacy initiatives operate in a fluid sociopolitical landscape, necessitating the use of
evaluation techniques that are flexible and responsive to variations in the sociopolitical
milieu (Lempert 2009). This requires that advocacy evaluation be viewed as a form of
trained judgements, calling for a comprehensive understanding of the politics of the
issue, mapping the players involved and knowing the time frame against which
achievements may be gauged (Teles and Schmitt 2011; IIED 2017). Finally, while
evaluating advocacy programmes undertaken by coalitions of advocacy groups,
evaluation frameworks must be equipped to assess each group member’s investment in
the programme (Lempert 2009). We summarise that evaluations must be equipped to
assess each group member’s investment to the programme in order to understand the
starting point (baseline) and intended outcomes to draw conclusions.

6

1.4 Objectives
This paper discusses challenges posed by advocacy evaluation; showcases some
attributes of successful advocacy initiatives, as evinced by rigorous impact evaluations;
and discusses available evaluation tools for advocacy evaluation. In Section 2, we
discuss issues related to evaluating advocacy efforts. Section 3 presents findings from
evaluations that have used theory-based experimental and/or quasi-experimental
methods to identify change and measure it. We then use a positive deviance approach to
discuss attributes of successful advocacy actions. Section 4 discusses additional
methods and tools for undertaking advocacy evaluations (where impact evaluations
cannot be executed for various reasons, or to supplement impact evaluations),
addressing some challenges posed by advocacy initiatives that target policy or systems
change.
This paper has the following goals:
• Examine and discuss challenges related to evaluating advocacy initiatives;
• Identify factors associated with successful advocacy interventions, using a
positive deviance approach;
• Identify possible evaluation methodologies;
• Compare and contrast tools available for advocacy evaluation; and
• Present a toolkit of methods to be used by evaluators and advocates.

2. Challenges and opportunities in advocacy evaluation
Evaluations are crucial for assessing the effectiveness of advocacy investments and
initiatives. They can inform organisations and individuals undertaking, investing in and
benefiting from advocacy initiatives of the process and results of advocacy initiatives,
and inform future initiatives.

2.1 Methods
In this section, we present findings from a desk review of the literature and interviews
with advocacy experts to explore and examine the challenges associated with evaluating
advocacy programs (see online Appendix B for the interview protocol). We first reviewed
the published scientific and grey literature on studies evaluating advocacy initiatives. For
this, we searched the 3ie repository and Google Scholar databases using the search
terms ‘advocacy AND evaluation’, ‘evaluation theory’ and ‘advocacy AND evaluation
AND methods’. We shortlisted and saved relevant articles and grey literature, which we
then reviewed and analysed, organising key findings by theme.
We also interviewed 14 advocacy and advocacy evaluation experts from international
advocacy and evaluation agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), consulting
firms and educational institutions (see online Appendix C). Respondents were
purposively identified and informed about study objectives. After gaining consent, we set
an appointment for an in-depth interview. We developed two interview guides (see online
Appendix B), one for use with independent advocacy evaluation experts and the second
for the use with experts from advocacy organisations. Both guides consisted of openended questions about advocacy evaluation approaches, strengths and drawbacks of
these approaches and specific evaluation techniques, factors associated with successful
7

and unsuccessful advocacy programs, and future implications for the evaluation of
advocacy. Questions moved from a general probe to specific prompts.
Researchers trained in interview methods, advocacy and evaluation conducted the
interviews. Interviewers read out a consent form to each respondent, describing the
purpose of the study and how findings would help policymakers and practitioners.
Respondents were informed about confidentiality and the voluntary nature of
participation. The interviewer proceeded with the questions only if the respondent gave
verbal consent. Interviews lasted 30 to 45 minutes on average. Data collection was
conducted from August 2015 to October 2015.
Interviews were not recorded, but interviewers took comprehensive notes during the
interviews. Researchers organised responses into thematic categories. Further
examination into the commonalities and differences in respondents’ answers to similar
questions or topics led to the identification of prevalent trends. The researchers checked
the categories and themes for agreement and to ensure trustworthiness of interpretation.
These categories and themes were then classified under different areas of interest to
advocacy evaluation and are reported in the next section. Prior literature review of the
topic and familiarity with the broad areas and challenges of advocacy evaluation helped
in analysing and reporting interview findings.

2.2 Results
This section teases out the significant themes identified through interviews with
evaluation experts and review of relevant literature. 3
Advocacy evaluations can have different aims: For many respondents, the primary
function of advocacy evaluation is to aid and enhance the advocacy initiative. Although
demonstrating causality and quantifying impact are sometimes objectives, these are
frequently not the main objectives of advocacy evaluations. The reasons for undertaking
advocacy evaluation may include learning, improving effectiveness, developing or
assessing strategy, validating an approach, assessing impact, or understanding the
relative contributions of different stakeholders. This calls for more nuanced and diverse
approaches to advocacy evaluation.
There is a need for a diverse set of advocacy evaluation methods: All of the
interviewed experts underscored the need for a diverse set of methods that allow for
flexibility and comprehensiveness. According to advocacy evaluation experts Coe and
Schlangen, ‘Tool-driven approaches that condense assessment to the relationship
between inputs and outcomes, or shoehorn analysis into frameworks that do not quite fit,
can give a false sense of hope that advocacy can be precisely measured’ (2011, pp. 12). Though theory-based impact evaluations that employ quasi-experimental and/or
experimental methods lend themselves well to assessing certain advocacy interventions,
other initiatives (e.g. policy advocacy evaluations) are less amenable to these methods.
Evaluation expert Gabrielle Watson emphasised that advocacy is experimental by
nature, where there is no stable or static initiative or initiative environment. This requires
evaluators to be thoughtful, flexible and comprehensive in the approach they select to
3

The names of the respondents have been kept anonymous.
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evaluate such complex and adaptive systems.To understand how a coalition of diverse
stakeholders come to agree on a policy objective at a particular point in time and use
their positions in society to influence decision makers, a variety of qualitative methods
will likely provide more insights and useful knowledge than experimental ones. Moreover,
theory-based impact evaluation methodologies have certain requirements, such as
control over implementation, environment, the ability to randomise assignment of
treatment (e.g. a service or program) and the ability to create valid counterfactuals,
which may not always be feasible in evaluations of advocacy initiatives.
Causality is difficult to establish in advocacy evaluations, but it is possible
nonetheless: One key challenge for advocacy evaluation is the lack of consensus on
valid methods. In theory-based impact evaluations, a number of tools are used for
identification and measurement. These are well-accepted (White and Sabarwal 2014a;
Rogers 2014), although they too have their detractors (Pritchett 2013; Vivalt 2017).
These methods include randomised assignment and other quasi-experimental methods,
such as instrumental variables, regression discontinuity and difference-in-difference
using matching techniques. Key to undertaking these evaluations is ensuring that there
are a number of prerequisites to be fulfilled (Jimenez and Puri 2017). These include a
theory of change; pre-analysis plans; data that is as objectively measured as possible,
including survey data at baseline and endline (and is predicated on good pilots and
formative work); a good understanding of outcome(s) and possible indicators; good
monitoring data and information on implementation fidelity; a good identification strategy,
sufficient data size for statistical confidence; and high-quality analyses that mitigate a
multitude of possible biases that may creep in over and above the bias of programme
placement and selection. Arguably, these methods are best used when the suite of
interventions is well-known, when there is a credible theory of change and when these
theories of change are non-complex.
We argue that theory-based impact evaluations are best used to examine subparts of
theories of change in three cases, as related to advocacy evaluations: first, if there is a
critical constraint or a bottleneck in the theory of change that is ill-informed by past
evidence (the critical bottleneck condition); second, if the intention is to test the efficacy
of the intervention (e.g. does increased handwashing really lead to reduced disease
incidence?); and third, if there is a need to show measurable change (e.g. how much
was the percentage change in disease incidence as a consequence of handwashing?).
In all other cases, we argue, theory-based impact evaluations will probably take too long
or are not required, and their use should be examined on a case-by-case basis.
All evaluations need to deal with different sorts of biases (Jimenez and Puri 2017). As we
discuss in Section 3, advocacy evaluation has traditionally used qualitative approaches,
with some exceptions. Qualitative approaches emphasise interviews with key informants
and stakeholders. This places significant importance on the data source and reporting
being independent, unbiased and truthful. Social desirability bias, confirmation bias,
availability bias, and anchoring bias are all examples of biases that may creep into
perception data or self-reported data (Barooah et al. 2017; Kahneman et al. 1991).
Triangulation of data can help (BetterEvaluation 2014a). Another method is to collect
data from key independent sources using the Bellwether Methodology, developed by the
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Harvard Family Research Project (Coffman and Reed 2009). 4 Information collected from
bellwethers can illustrate the effectiveness of advocates in communicating their
messages and moving their issues onto the agenda of policymakers. Biases also creep
in during analyses (Coates and David 2002). This is mainly because of incentives and a
strategic need for confidentiality (Jones 2011). Clearly, advocacy evaluations need to
take these biases into account and mitigate them to the extent possible.
Evaluations need to be rigorous, and a variety of tools are needed: Advocacy
campaigns usually take place in complex and dynamic contexts, and different factors
may contribute to or inhibit desired change. Evaluations that aim to establish and
measure causal relationships (say, between x and y) need to build on first principles. In
the nineteenth century, John Stuart Mill (1893) posited that the following relationships
need to be established to understand causality (Rogers 2014):
• The efficacy condition: Is there a credible causal mechanism between x and y?
Could x cause y?
• The endogeneity condition: Could y cause x?
• The sensitivity: Can we measure the caused condition – i.e. the percentage of the
population that was affected or the incidence of the effect? (Kellstedt and Whitten
2013)
• Specificity: Can we also measure what proportion of the population was not
affected or the absence of the effect, truly?
The efficacy condition may be answered if there is pre-existing evidence. It usually
becomes important to understand if a reverse causal relationship is also possible (the
endogeneity condition). Furthermore, knowing the sensitivity and specificity of these
relationships is also key. In responding to the specificity question, it also becomes
important to identify confounding variables. We argue that theory-based impact
evaluations take care of a subpart of this overall menu of relationships.
Should random or random-like assignment be possible, theory-based impact evaluations
help to examine the efficacy condition, for instance, but their ability to provide highsensitivity and high-specificity evidence depends, to a large extent, on the data available.
The audience for theory-based impact evaluations generally includes the research
community, donors and implementing organisations, and their utility may be to prove the
impact of programs, learn on a micro-level about what works or does not work to achieve
given outcomes, improve or replicate programs, or provide justification for ending
ineffective programs.
Process tracing methods can aid advocacy evaluations effectively. Befani and Mayne
(2014) discuss two elements of process tracing that can help impact evaluations and are
relevant to advocacy evaluations. These include establishing uniqueness and certainty:
in any hypothesised causal chain, an evaluator must compare alternative causal
sequences through (a) reviewing the evidence under the assumption that the
4

The Bellwether Methodology was created to determine, through structured interviews with
‘bellwethers’, where a policy issue or proposal is positioned on the policy agenda by investigating
how decision makers and other influential individuals are thinking and talking about it and their
likelihood to act on it. It can also be used as a tool to inform advocates about specific knowledge
gaps related to their issue among bellwethers.
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hypothesised causal relationship holds – i.e. x led to y – in the theorised way, and (b)
reviewing the evidence with the assumption that the causal relationship does not hold –
i.e. an alternative causal relationship explains the sequence.
The test of strength of evidence in a theory of change is often built on probabilities. With
knowledge of contextual factors (prior knowledge, timing, the ways in which facts
emerge), evaluations often depend on the investigator’s logic to deduce causality.
Subsequently, the evaluator examines the available evidence to compare the inferential
weight of evidence of each of these alternative potential causal relationships. As Collier
(2011) and Befani (2012) explain, this has the advantages of ‘regularity’ (i.e. knowledge
of frequency of co-occurrence of two events) and ‘configuration’ (i.e. with the evidence
the evaluator is able to judge necessity and sufficiency of the causal relationships) and it
can be ‘generative’ (i.e. can explain how an event occurred), but it may not have the
advantages of counterfactuals (i.e. may not be able to inform how much was the effect
and how much of it was caused by a specific factor)
Contribution, rather than attribution, may be the goal of advocacy evaluations:
Organisations frequently focus on establishing contribution rather than attribution of
actions.5 This is especially true for advocacy work, since advocacy initiatives typically
require a multitude of actors to work together. Most advocacy organisations recognise
that they may not be solely responsible for an outcome. This is especially true for policy
advocacy (Gardner and Brindis 2017). While the overall effect of advocacy efforts in
putting the issue on the agenda may be easily verifiable, it is harder to pinpoint the
contribution of any one organisation or initiative to the change in policy. In some cases,
attribution may also be undesirable (Zandniapour and Brennan 2010; Coates and David
2002; Cluster Munition Coalition n.d.).
We argue that it is still useful to measure the overall effectiveness of a coalition of
organisations, even though attributable change cannot be mapped to each member of
the coalition. This can also be done using theory-based impact evaluation methods.
Indeed, advocacy evaluations can also contribute significantly to learning whether certain
coalitions and coalition types work better than others (UN OCHA n.d.).
Timing of the evaluation is critical: Given the dual focus on learning and improving the
outcomes of the advocacy effort, an increasing number of advocacy evaluations are
either prospective or conducted in real time. Prospective evaluations are assessments
undertaken before the action to help researchers understand the likelihood of success,
and frequently also to enable strategic and timely learning about advocacy and policy
change efforts, so that immediate course shifts can be made if needed. So, whereas an
evaluation might primarily look back to assess impact at the end of an intervention, the
prospective approach assesses progress along the way to long-term impact goals

5

It is important to note that contribution does not mean ‘likely attribution’, for which less rigorous
methods can be used. Contribution refers to proving overall attribution to a set of interventions,
and a given agency A may have contributed one of the interventions to that set. In other words,
we can demonstrate that the overall program worked (or not) through rigorous counterfactual
methods and that agency A contributed to that program with inputs. However, we do not know for
sure whether agency A’s contribution made the overall program more effective, but other methods
may help us theorize about this.
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(Gienapp and Cohen 2011). According to Julia Coffman, advocacy evaluation expert and
founder of the Center for Evaluation Innovation,
The main benefit of a prospective approach is that it positions the evaluation to
be useful for both learning and accountability purposes. It delivers feedback to
refine advocacy strategy and implementation, and encourages advocate
engagement in the evaluation process. Coffman (2009 p.9).
Additionally, the long-term nature of advocacy initiatives and length of time between the
start of an initiative and an outcome is often so long that the causal chain becomes
difficult to piece together. For this reason, incremental changes, or interim outcomes,
may be more fruitful to focus on in such cases (Chapman and Wameyo 2001).
Frameworks for data analysis: The role of analysis in advocacy evaluation presents
another challenge. Different evaluation methods do not provide prescriptions for how to
analyse the data collected. A key goal in the analysis of data is to make a plausible case
that a specific initiative contributed to a specific policy outcome in a specific way.
Collier (2011) and Beach and Pederson (2013) illustrate the use of ‘uniqueness’ and
‘certainty’ as conditions of evidence for how data may be analysed and interpreted. They
compare finding evidence to doing forensic analyses after a crime has been committed
(a murder). They divide this into four categories of tests, according to whether and the
extent to which the evidence presented is unique and certain:
• The straw-in-the-wind test (low uniqueness and low certainty);
• The hoop test (high certainty, necessary to confirm hypothesis);
• The smoking gun test (high uniqueness, sufficient to confirm hypothesis); and
• The doubly decisive test (high certainty and high uniqueness).
Similarly, advocacy evaluation experts Jim Coe and Jeremy Smith use the concept of
‘strategic plausibility’. They suggest that results-based frameworks are not useful when
applied to complex social and political environments, and that ‘a demand for predictable,
quantifiable results may lead to a misrepresentation of reality’. Instead, to demonstrate
accountability to partners, beneficiaries and funders, evaluators need to take an
‘expansive but realistic view of how changes come about and the role an individual
organization can have within the wider processes’ (Coe and Smith 2015). This allows an
evaluator to address the complexity of an advocacy initiative rather than assume that it
follows a linear trajectory.
Strategic plausibility is the idea that an evaluator should interrogate and assess the
explicit and implicit logic of how change occurs and through which actions. Like Collier
and Beach and Pederson, Smith likens this to a criminal trial in the absence of strong
scientific evidence, in which the prosecutor’s case rests on the quality of his logic and his
ability to disprove alternative explanations beyond a reasonable doubt (Smith 2015).
Role of the evaluator: Advocacy evaluators often play a similar role to programme
evaluators, in that they are situated outside of the initiative or programme being
evaluated, and they are expected to be objective in collecting and judging the evidence
before them.
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Many social science disciplines hold that the researcher or evaluator should be objective
and distanced from the subject being studied or evaluated. With developmental
evaluation evaluators embedded in the programme (USAID 2016), their role is not to
make independent assessments, but rather to facilitate evidence collection and use for
improving ongoing work. Developmental evaluation, pioneered by Michael Quinn Patton
and others to evaluate complex, evolving efforts, can be very useful for advocacy
initiatives:
Developmental evaluation refers to long-term, partnering relationships between
evaluators and those engaged in innovative initiatives and development. …
Evaluators become part of a team whose members collaborate to conceptualize,
design and test new approaches in a long-term, ongoing process of continuous
improvement, adaptation, and intentional change. The evaluator’s primary
function in the team is to elucidate team discussions with evaluative questions,
data and logic, and to facilitate data-based assessments and decision-making in
the unfolding and developmental processes of innovation. (Coffman 2009 p.7;
Patton 2011).
Coffman explains:
Developmental evaluation is different from traditional evaluation in that evaluators
do not make definitive judgments about success or failure. Rather, like with
prospective evaluation, they provide feedback, generate learning, and either
support strategy decisions or affirm changes to them (Coffman 2009 p.11; Patton
2011).

2.3 Main findings
Interviews with experts and review of literature help us identify some unique challenges
that must be taken into account while evaluating advocacy programmes. Advocacy
initiatives often operate in dynamic, rapidly changing and highly uncontrolled
environments. There is usually a diversity of actors implementing different and perhaps
publicly unobservable treatments (or campaigns), which may be difficult to untangle. The
phenomena are unique and hence comparisons cannot be made easily.
Advocates’ efforts, or treatments, do not operate in a vacuum, nor can they anticipate,
plan for or even identify the confluence of factors at play for a specific issue.
Furthermore, advocacy evaluations are sometimes begun only after an initiative has
begun, rendering the use of some evaluation designs impossible (Befani and Mayne
2014).
One challenge in advocacy evaluation is in establishing and measuring causality. Often,
the process of ruling out all other plausible explanations for an outcome is difficult, if not
impossible. Because of this, the degree to which one can prove that other factors outside
the intervention are not responsible for the changes observed is often partial and
somewhat subjective and is not always prioritised. This means that, in advocacy
evaluation, a lower level of certainty is often accepted when it comes to demonstrating
impact. After speaking with experts and reviewing the literature, we reached the following
conclusions:
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•

•

•

Advocacy evaluation should determine whether a plausible and defensible case
can be made that an advocacy effort has had an impact on the policy process or
contributed to a policy change, using means for establishing certainty and
uniqueness of evidence. Advocacy evaluation should focus on and assess big
outcomes that precede policy change – e.g. public will, political will or shifts in
social norms. Evaluation should ideally document the long-term impact of
advocacy and policy change on people’s lives – e.g. on the environment or the
economy (Coffman 2009).
Theories of change can be useful starting points for most advocacy evaluations.
They can help in understanding impact and establishing uniqueness and certainty
of evidence. Theory-based impact evaluations have several uses in advocacy
evaluation. We argue that they are useful if the goal is to establish efficacy,
measure overall change, or learn about how a critical bottleneck in a (large and
complex) theory of change may be removed or reduced.
There are many ways to generate evaluative evidence that has high specificity
and high sensitivity that are applicable to advocacy evaluations. Ensuring that
bias is dealt with appropriately is clearly important in evaluations. Additionally,
ensuring that evaluative evidence, whether generated through process tracing,
strategic plausibility or theory-based impact evaluations, should help to assess
competing claims of causal relationships. Advocacy evaluations should generate
evidence that has high uniqueness and certainty.

3. A review of impact evaluations of advocacy programmes
This section aims to identify factors contributing to successful advocacy by reviewing
behaviour and attitude change advocacy initiatives that have been evaluated using
experimental and/or quasi-experimental methods. Typical identification methods include
randomised assignment and other quasi-experimental methods, such as instrumental
variables, regression discontinuity and difference-in-difference using matching
techniques. In many cases, modeling techniques are also used for theory-based impact
evaluations (White and Sabarwal 2014a). Theory-based impact evaluations use a theory
of change and an identification strategy to identify causal linkages and measure the
effects of interventions and programmes. We also argue that theory-based impact
evaluations are best used to examine subparts of theories of change and in three cases,
as related to advocacy evaluation: first, if there is a critical constraint or a bottleneck in
the theory of change that is ill-informed by past evidence (the critical bottleneck
condition); second, if the intention is to test the efficacy of the intervention; and third, if
there is a need to show measurable change. In this sense, theory-based impact
evaluations may also assist in identifying factors contributing to the effects of an
intervention while explaining why an impact occurred. Identification strategies help to
deal with a variety of biases, including selection bias (or programme placement bias) and
bias arising due to endogeneity, as well as confounding factors (Barooah et al. 2017).
Randomised controlled (or quasi-experimental) trial methods use random assignment to
understand and measure the effect of the intervention on the treatment group. Similarly,
quasi-experimental methods assess these causal impact by mimicking random
assignment through various methods, such as matching or using regression discontinuity
designs or instrumental variables (White and Sabarwal 2014b). Since we look at positive
or successful experiences, this is a positive deviance analysis (BetterEvaluation n.d.b).
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3.1 Data and methods
We conducted a systematic search of published impact evaluation studies to examine
the effectiveness of advocacy programmes. We then identified factors associated with
successful advocacy interventions using the positive deviance method. Criteria for
inclusion and exclusion of impact evaluation studies in this review were developed. To
be included in the review, studies had to meet the following inclusion criteria:
• First, studies had to evaluate a single advocacy intervention or campaign, or
have separate evaluations for each intervention described. Advocacy
interventions in each selected study had to meet the definitions of advocacy used
in this paper. Selected studies largely included advocacy interventions in which
an individual, group or organisation undertook a behaviour change cause
voluntarily (without receiving any monetary or non-monetary incentives).
Examples of such interventions included encouraging community members to
use bed nets to prevent mosquito-borne diseases (e.g. Bowen 2013) and
promoting handwashing behaviour (e.g. Chase and Do 2012).
• Second, the study’s evaluation design had to meet the (3ie) definition of impact
evaluation, which requires the research design address the attribution challenge
and establish cause and effect between programmatic activities and specified
outcomes. Studies that were included used identification methods that used
either random assignment or quasi-experimental methods.
• Third, we included only studies over a 20-year period, excluding studies
published before 1995. This was necessitated by the time frame in which we
needed to accomplish this work. However, we believe that this did not leave out
many theory-based impact evaluations. As Miranda and colleagues (2016) show,
there were very few impact evaluations before 1995.
Studies were excluded from this review if they had no clear or strong identification
strategy. Evaluations of advocacy as a field or a sector were also excluded in the review
for this part, because these are neither specific nor time-bound initiatives.
We conducted the systematic search using five databases – Google Scholar, JStor, the
3ie Impact Evaluation Repository, the Abdul Lateef Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL)
repository of evaluations, and the Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) Lab repository of
evaluations. 6 We selected these five databases because they were known to include
studies that met the level of rigor demanded by the inclusion criteria or had sufficiently
large archives containing studies that may have been missed by more targeted
databases. 7

6

We reviewed and coded 56 studies, but one study (Gerber and Green 2005) contained two
separate evaluations, which we treated as independent of each other.
7 To inform other parts of this study, we also included databases that included grey or
unpublished literature (online databases of WSSCC, Overseas Development Institute [ODI],
Center for Evaluation Innovation and the Innovation Network); we also searched databases of
leading advocacy organizations, including Amnesty International, PATH, Oxfam America, Oxfam
Great Britain and CARE International. However, although many of the studies and papers found
through searches in sources other than the five databases were relevant for other segments of
this paper, they were not included in the review for this part of the study.
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Table 1 lists the search terms used in each database, along with the outcomes of each
search. The results were carefully assessed using the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and the most relevant studies were included in the final review. This search process was
exhaustive and continued until we arrived at a saturation point with no new results. A
total of 56 evaluation studies were included in the final review.
Table 1: Search for the evidence review
Database

Search terms
used

Studies
turned up in
search

New studies
downloaded for
final review

3ie repository

Advocacy

3

0

Campaign
Information
Behav*
Media
Educat*
Knowledge
Communicat*
Advocacy
Campaign
Information

41
420
1,376
55
1,142
138
108
0
90
317

11
5
198
1
1
4
6
0
20
3

Advocacy
Campaign
Information
Impact
evaluation of
advocacy
Advocacy (in full
text) and
evaluation (in
title)

0
1
16
622,000

0
1
0
1

J-PAL repository

IPA repository

Google Scholar

JStor

Total

Studies
screened
in*

33

22

1

0
90

2
0

625,797

254

56

Note: Some studies turned up in multiple searches. The final screened in studies represent
unique studies and are not duplicated. We attributed each screened in study to the database in
which it was first located.

We found no studies evaluating initiatives to change policy that met our inclusion criteria.
Studies included in the review were all evaluations of advocacy interventions to address
behaviour change in beneficiaries. This underscores the finding in the first part of this
study – evaluations that examine policy advocacy have not traditionally used
experimental and/or quasi-experimental methods.

3.2 Data analysis
We used a coding protocol to examine and extract information from all 56 evaluation
studies included for the final analysis. Each selected study was treated as an
independent case, and the coding sheet for each study (see online Appendix D) included
variables that captured publication details, target audience, contextual information,
description of the advocacy intervention, methodology, outcomes, effectiveness and
limitations of the intervention. These variables allowed us to create a comprehensive
analysis of trends and characteristics of advocacy interventions associated with effective
16

outcomes. Using the coding protocol, all the selected evaluation studies were coded in a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. When possible, information was coded using a numeric
system to facilitate analysis.
Data analysis followed the positive deviance approach, coding advocacy interventions
into a binary variable – 1 if the advocacy evaluation found that the advocacy initiative
had been successful, and 0 otherwise. We then analysed characteristics of successful
advocacy initiatives to draw out trends or correlations. The positive deviance approach is
useful in explaining phenomena observed in a small number of studies that prohibit a
more quantitative approach to the analysis. Findings from the analysis were categorised
in meaningful themes or observations, as we describe in the Section 3.3.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Description of the sample of reviewed advocacy evaluation studies
Table 2 provides a brief summary of studies reviewed for this study. This table provides
the complete list of studies, along with authors’ names and date of publication, country
where advocacy intervention was implemented, the policy area (e.g. health, political
participation, water and sanitation), the type of advocacy initiative (information or media
campaign), the evaluation methodology (randomised controlled trial [RCT] or quasiexperimental design), and the sample type and size. The last column states whether the
advocacy intervention was successful.
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Table 2: Impact evaluations included in thematic evidence review
Author(s) and date

Country

Policy area

Evaluation
methodology
RCT

Sample size

Water, sanitation and hygiene

Type of advocacy
initiative
Information campaign

533 households

Advocacy initiative
successful
No

1

Ahmed, Kazi et al. 2013

Bangladesh

2
3

Allcott, Hunt 2011
Ashraf, Nava
et al. 2013

USA
Zambia

Environment
Health, water, sanitation and
Hygiene

Information campaign
Information campaign,
Other

RCT
RCT

588 households
487 households

Yes
Yes

4

Banerjee, Abhijit et al.
2010

India

Information campaign,
Organising

RCT

280 individuals

Yes

5

Banerjee, Abhijit et al.
2011

India

Education, politics or political
participation (including voting and
corruption)
Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

775 polling
station areas

Yes

6

Banerjee, Abhijit et al.
2014

India

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

Varied by
intervention

Yes

7

Bidwell, Kelly et al.
2015

Sierra Leon

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

224 individuals

Yes

8

Bowen, Hannah L 2013

Cameroon

Health

Media campaign

Quasiexperimental

1,717 individuals

Yes

9

Céspedes, Jaime et al.
2013

Colombia

Health

Information campaign

RCT

Yes

10

Chase, Claire and Do,
Quy-Toan 2012

Viet Nam

Health, water and sanitation

RCT

11

Chong, Alberto et al.
2011
Chong, Alberto et al.
2013

Mexico

Environment

Information campaign,
Demonstration/Protest/
Pressure, Media campaign
Information campaign

1,216 children,
928 parents, 135
teachers
3,104
households

No

Peru

Environment

Information campaign,
Other

RCT

199
supermarkets
6,718
households

12

18

RCT

No

No

Author(s) and date

Country

Policy area

13

Chong, Alberto et al.
2015

Mexico

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

14

Citrin, Jack et al. 2014

USA

15

Creel, Alisha H et al.
2011

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Type of advocacy
initiative
Information campaign

Evaluation
methodology
RCT

Sample size

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign

RCT

45,408
individuals

Yes

Malawi

Health

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

300 individuals

Mixed

Dinkelman, Taryn and
Martinez, Claudia 2014
Duflo, Esther et al.
2012
Dupas, Pascaline 2011

Chile

Education

Information campaign

RCT

226 individuals

Yes

Cameroon

Health, Education

Information campaign

RCT

318 individuals

Mixed

Kenya

Health, Education

Information campaign

RCT

328 schools

Yes

Espinoza-Gómez, F et
al. 2002
Essien, E et al. 2011

Mexico

Health

Information campaign

RCT

187 households

Yes

Nigeria

Health

Information campaign

RCT

346 Individuals

Mixed

Fathelrahman, A et al.
2010
Ferraz, Claudio and
Finan, Frederico 2008

Malaysia

Health

Information campaign

RCT

140 individuals

Yes

Brazil

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

373
municipalities

Yes

Fryer Jr., Roland G
2013
Galiani, S et al. 2012

USA

Education

Information campaign

RCT

1,907 students

Yes

Peru

Health, water and sanitation

RCT

2,847
households

No

Gerber, Alan S and
Green, Donald P 2005
(Intervention in West
Haven)

USA

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Demonstration/Protest/
Pressure, Media campaign
Media campaign

RCT

17,866
households

No

19

2,360 voting
precincts

Advocacy initiative
successful
Yes

26

27

28
29

30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38

Author(s) and date

Country

Policy area

Gerber, Alan S and
Green, Donald P 2005
(Intervention in Iowa
and Michigan)
Gerber, Alan S et al.
2008

USA

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

USA

Godlonton, Susan et al.
2015
Green, Donald and
Vasudevan, Srinivasan
2015
Gutieras, Raymond et
al. 2015
Humphreys, Macartan
and Weinstein, Jeremy
2010
Hutchinson, Paul and
Meekers, Dominique
2012
Jamison, Julian et al.
2013
Jensen, Robert 2010
Kalichman, Seth et al.
2008
Karlan, Dean and
Wood, Daniel H 2015
Kazemi, Ashraf et al.
2012
Luo, Renfu et al. 2012

Type of advocacy
initiative
Media campaign

Evaluation
methodology
RCT

Sample size

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Other

RCT

180,002
individuals

Yes

Malawi

Health

Information campaign

RCT

937 individuals

Yes

India

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

60 radio station
areas

Yes

Bangladesh

Health

Information campaign

RCT

No

Uganda

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign

Quasiexperimental

650 compounds
(areas) of slums
215 individuals

Egypt

Health

Information campaign,
Media campaign

Quasiexperimental

2,086 families

Yes

Uganda

Health

Information campaign

RCT

1,791 individuals

No

Dominican
Republic
South Africa

Education

Information campaign

RCT

2,250 students

Yes

Health

Information campaign

RCT

353 individuals

Yes

USA

Health, Other (global aid)

Information campaign

RCT

Mixed

Iran

Health

Information campaign

RCT

16,889
individuals
91 individuals

China

Health

Information campaign

RCT

3,661 children

Mixed
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1,905,320 voters

Advocacy initiative
successful
No

No

Mixed

Author(s) and date

Country

Policy area

39

McConnell, Margaret
2012

Ghana

Other

40

Miller, Grant et al. 2012

China

41

NIMH Collaborative
2010

42

Oreopoulos, Philip and
Dunn, Ryan 2013
Panagopoulos, Costas
and Green, Donald P
2011
Paluck, E 2009

43

44

Type of advocacy
initiative
Information campaign,
Organising

Evaluation
methodology
RCT

Sample size
1,219 individuals

Advocacy initiative
successful
No

Health

Information campaign

RCT

3,553 students

Yes

China, India,
Peru,
Russia and
Zimbabwe
Canada

Health

Information campaign

RCT

18,147
individuals

Yes

Education

Information campaign

RCT

975 students

Yes

USA

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign

RCT

Yes

Rwanda

Other (conflict)

Information campaign,
Media campaign

RCT

206
congressional
districts
480 individuals

Education, politics or political
Participation (including voting and
corruption)
Water and sanitation

Information campaign

RCT

610 individuals

Yes

Information campaign

Quasiexperimental
Quasiexperimental

529 households

Mixed

202 schools

Yes

Mixed

45

Pandey, Priyanka et al.
2009.

India

46

Pattanayak, S et al.
2007
Reinikka, R and
Svensson, J 2004

India
Uganda

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Information campaign

South Africa

Health

Information campaign

RCT

1,168 students

Yes

49

Shamagonam, J et al.
2005
Smith, E et al. 2008

South Africa

Health

Information campaign

RCT

2,383 students

Mixed

50

Thornton, R et al. 2014

Malawi

Health

Information campaign

RCT

1,634 individuals

Mixed

51

Tiwari, A et al. 2010

China

Health

Information campaign

RCT

200 individuals

Mixed

47

48
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Author(s) and date

Country

Policy area

Evaluation
methodology
RCT

Sample size

Politics or political participation
(including voting and corruption)

Type of advocacy
initiative
Information campaign,
Other

100 villages

Advocacy initiative
successful
Yes

Benin

53

Wantchekon, Leonard
and Fujiwara, Thomas
2013
Wen, X et al. 2010

China

Health

Information campaign

RCT

2,343 students

Mixed

54

Wu, Z et al. 2007

China

Health

Information campaign,
Demonstration/Protest/
Pressure

RCT

825 individuals

Yes

55

Yazdani, R et al. 2009

Iran

Health

Information campaign

RCT

417 students

Yes

56

Young, S et al. 2011

Peru

Health

Information campaign

RCT

3,039 individuals

Yes

52
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Geographical regions covered in the reviewed studies
Selected studies evaluated interventions across 4 continents, with 13 in North America,
8 in South America, 18 in Sub-Saharan Africa and 16 in Asia. The geographic
distribution is clearly a function of the databases used for this review.
Table 3: Geographical regions of interventions evaluated
Region*

Number (and percentage) of
initiatives
North America
13 (23%)
South America
8 (14%)
Europe
1 (2%)
Sub-Saharan Africa
18 (32%)
North Africa/Middle East
3 (5%)
Asia
16 (29%)
Note: *A single study can cover multiple regions.

Income levels of countries
Nearly half of the interventions (46%) were conducted in middle-income countries.
Table 4: Income levels of countries included in interventions evaluated
Income level*

Number (and percentage) of
initiatives
High
14 (25%)
Middle
26 (46%)
Low
18 (32%)
Note: *A single study can cover income levels in multiple regions.

Sample size
Selected studies included individuals, households and physical locations (districts,
municipalities, slums, polling stations, radio stations and supermarkets) in their sampling
strategy. Sample size of individual participants ranged from 91 respondents in a study in
Iran (Kazemi et al. 2012) to 1,905,320 voters in a study in Iowa and Michigan, United
States (Gerber and Green 2005). Household sample size ranged from 187 in a study in
Mexico to 6,718 in an evaluation in West Haven, Connecticut, United States (Gerber and
Green 2005).
Evaluation design
A majority of the evaluation studies included in this review were RCTs (see Table 5).
Some of the evaluations reviewed (n=4) followed a quasi-experimental design, including
an instrumental variables approach, propensity score matching and difference-indifference. Three studies self-identified as using mixed-method approaches that
combined experimental and/or quasi-experimental approaches with non-experimental
methods.
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Table 5: Methods used in the studies reviewed to evaluate advocacy initiatives
Study design
RCT
Quasi-experimental
Mixed methods

Number (and percentage) of
studies (%)
49 (88%)
4 (7%)
3 (5%)

Goal of the interventions studied
Table 6 shows that advocacy interventions in almost all selected evaluation studies (55
out of 56) primarily targeted behaviour change – e.g. reducing the usage of plastic bags
by individuals (Chong et al. 2011). Interventions in 24 studies also aimed to influence
knowledge, opinions and attitudes of the beneficiaries – e.g. reducing the stigma related
to HIV (Creel et al. 2011). In 10 of the selected studies, advocacy interventions also
aimed at promoting democratic change or encouraging citizen involvement in the
political process.
Table 6: Goal of advocacy initiatives evaluated
Goal of the advocacy initiative
Behaviour change of beneficiaries
Opinion, attitude or knowledge change of beneficiaries
Improved material situation of individuals
Democratic change or channels for citizen involvement in political
process
Behaviour change of policymakers or public servants
Civil society capacity building, organising or building of alliances

Number (and
percentage) of initiatives
55 (98%)
24 (43%)
12 (21%)
10 (18%)
5 (9%)
2 (4%)

Budget allocation or reallocation

1 (2%)

Change in public policy/implementation of policy

-

Private sector change

-

Note: *A single study can cover multiple initiatives, which is why the percentage sum exceeds
100.

Types of advocacy evaluations reviewed
Advocacy interventions included information and media campaigns; public campaigns or
protests; efforts to organise citizens; and other types of initiatives, including citizen
debate and influential mailings. Table 7 provides the numbers and percentages of the
types of advocacy evaluations reviewed (see also Table 2).
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Table 7: Type of advocacy interventions evaluated
Types of advocacy interventions

Number (and
percentage) of
initiatives
Information campaign
55 (98)
Media campaign
11 (20)
Public campaign or protest
2 (4)
Citizen organising
2(4)
Direct contact or lobbying with policymakers
Litigation or use of legal system
Community budget review
Other
7 (13)
Note: *A single study can cover multiple interventions, which is why the percentage sum exceeds
100.

3.3.2 Effectiveness of reviewed interventions and analysis of success
factors
Initiatives were coded as successful, unsuccessful or having mixed results, according to
the authors’ reported findings against stated goals and the research design used. Thirtyfour of the evaluation studies concluded that their advocacy interventions had been
successful, 10 were unsuccessful and 12 had mixed results. Many studies evaluated
multiple interventions; however, we only reviewed the effectiveness of the advocacy
intervention in each study. 8
Almost all 34 studies with successful advocacy interventions had conducted information
campaigns or combined information campaigns with another component. The high
number could also be because the vast majority (55 of the 56 studies) of studies in the
review had some component of information dissemination. Media campaigns in 9 out of
the 11 evaluation studies involving such campaigns were successful or had mixed
results, and most of these campaigns were narrowly targeted. This indicates that there
may be certain factors or characteristics that were different between interventions that
were successful and those that were not. Since all the studies had a strong evaluation
design, it is possible to tease out significant factors associated with successful advocacy
interventions.
In information campaigns, the message is highly important to the success of the
initiative. We reviewed studies that evaluated information campaigns and we closely
examined the type of information, source of information and channels used to provide
information, although we did not assess the quality or appropriateness of the message.
Based on this analysis, five observations emerged with respect to factors associated
with successful advocacy interventions for behaviour or attitude change of beneficiaries.
We discuss these here.

8

We do not provide judgements on the effectiveness of the messages in the advocacy
campaigns, but rather use an overall success rating for the intervention as it was evaluated, using
its specific research design.
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Observation 1: The source of advocacy matters for the success of advocacy
intervention.
Different programme outcomes were observed for different programme advocates
(different from information providers). Interventions with a government official as a
programme advocate were found to be 83 per cent more likely to be effective than the
comparison group (e.g. Ferraz and Finan 2008). When research teams were advocates,
interventions were 72% more likely to be effective, and when the advocate was a local
NGO or civil society organisation, the intervention was 67% likely to be successful or
have mixed results. The least effective interventions were ones in which the advocates
were service providers (46%). 9
Observation 2: Incentives in some form (even small) are associated with successful
advocacy initiatives.
Fourteen advocacy interventions offered some kind of monetary or in-kind support to
beneficiaries or targets; of these, 13 were reported as successful or having mixed results
(e.g. Miller et al. 2012). The success rate of interventions that provided incentives is 93%
(higher than the overall success rate of all interventions studies, which is 61%). The
monetary or in-kind support offered to participants was small, including such things as
free cellular phones for receiving information, or sweets, stickers or calendars during
informational visits (e.g. Fryer 2013; Espinoza-Gómez et al. 2002).
Observation 3: Comparing helps. Comparison information about related individuals,
groups, or communities matters for advocacy.
Initiatives aiming to benefit a physical community (e.g. a village or neighbourhood) were
slightly more effective (89%) than those targeting individuals (84%). But the difference is
minor and needs further examination in future studies. What is interesting is that three
out of four (75%) advocacy interventions that provided comparison information about
another community with respect to the beneficiary’s group (i.e. comparison of an
intervention in one community with that of another community) were successful, as
compared with 61% of advocacy efforts that provided only absolute information about a
beneficiary’s group or community. Similarly, only 54 per cent of efforts that provided
absolute information about beneficiaries were successful.
Observation 4: The information provider matters for successful advocacy interventions
for behaviour change.
An information provider is simply the messenger in an intervention. These information
providers may or may not be the advocate or the individual or group that designed the
initiative or message. Information provided directly by government representatives or
NGOs yielded more positive results (73%) than any other source of information for
nearly every method of information delivery. Nearly two thirds of the interventions (61%)
in which information was provided by a research team were judged successful.
However, only 43 per cent of the initiatives in which information was provided by a
surveyor were successful. Only 33% of initiatives where information was provided by a
service provider were successful.

9

Service providers are part of the delivery mechanism of the program or project.
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Observation 5: The media channel through which messages or information is provided
matters.
Advocacy interventions in which the information campaign used newspaper and other
mass media channels were the most successful (73%), followed by campaigns that used
leaflets or pamphlets (64%) and those that provided information in a group setting
(57%). (See Table 8.) Half of the campaigns that provided information to individuals
interpersonally (53%) and via text message (50%) were reported as successful. Only
one third (33%) of information campaigns that provided information via phone calls were
successful.
Table 8: Success rates of interventions based on how information was provided
Channels
Written in a newspaper or in other
mass media
Written in a leaflet/pamphlet
Provided in a group setting or
public event
Provided orally in person
Provided by text message
Provided orally by phone

Successful

Unsuccessful

Mixed results

73%
64%

9%
12%

18%
24%

57%
53%
50%
33%

24%
26%
50%
42%

19%
21%
0%
25%

3.4 Discussion
We reviewed 56 studies that evaluated advocacy interventions using experimental
and/or quasi-experimental research methods to understand the effectiveness of these
interventions and the factors associated with positive programme outcomes. Almost all
advocacy interventions evaluated by the selected studies centred on information
provision for behaviour or attitude change in beneficiaries. This underscores the ease
with which experimental and/or quasi-experimental methods may be used for
understanding the effectiveness of behaviour change programmes. It also underscores
the fact that it is harder to employ these techniques in other sorts of advocacy
interventions and indeed, that the sub-discipline of theory-based impact evaluation will
need to innovate methodologically if it is to stay relevant to larger and different advocacy
initiatives.
Our review found that about two thirds of the information campaigns in the evaluated
studies were successful. The most successful information campaigns demonstrated one
or more of the following characteristics: they had government officials as programme
advocates; they provided target audience groups with some incentives; they offered
audience comparison information about another (comparison) community; they provided
information via government officials and NGOs; and they often used mass media
channels.
The source of advocacy emerged as a salient correlate of successful initiatives. When
government officials took up behaviour change issues for advocacy, the programme was
more likely to be successful as compared to when local service providers were the
advocates. The same held true for research teams. We argue that this is probably
related to the fact that when a government official advocates for a specific behaviour
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change, people are more likely to take the matter and the required change seriously. We
do not cross-correlate this with trust levels of government officials in different countries,
but suggest that that may be a useful analysis in a bigger sample of studies. Research
teams also seem to be quite persuasive – arguably because they are usually composed
of scholars who are generally well-respected, educated and well-connected.
Similarly, initiatives in which the information was provided directly by an NGO or
government representatives were most successful. For example, in Brazil, Ferraz and
Finan (2008) studied a successful advocacy intervention in which the government
provided information via federal audit reports and assessed expenditures of federally
transferred funds by municipalities. This finding could have implications for evaluations
aiming to test advocacy campaigns that provide information through a survey team as
opposed to through a local organisation or government partner. Future research should
also examine why behaviour change advocacy initiatives by local service providers were
relatively unsuccessful. Arguably, people may perceive a vested interest of the local
provider.
Interventions that provided in-kind or monetary incentives to beneficiaries or advocates
to engage in an issue leveraged greater participation and tended to be successful. A
systematic review and meta-analysis of studies that examined the role of personal
financial incentives in changing habitual health-related behaviours found that although
financial incentives changed habitual health behaviours and may help reduce health
inequalities, the impact of financial incentives was not sustained long after the incentive
disappeared (Mantzaria et al. 2015). We do not suggest that incentives are either
necessary or sufficient for advocacy programmes to be successful. However, we discuss
possible interpretations of this result while underlining that incentives vary in value and
meaning:
• First, advocacy interventions in which gifts were used to incentivise participation
in a meeting, visit or event where one received information may have been
effective because they lowered the opportunity cost of attending meetings. But
at the margin, the incentive is likely to have attracted individuals who were
otherwise less interested or uninterested in the subject matter. Organisers thus
stood to see a greater change among this population than those already familiar
with or acting on the issue.
• A second possible interpretation is that the incentive was small and therefore
only attracted those already interested. Indeed, it is possible that something else
eased the translation into action. In a study in Peru (Chong et al. 2013),
beneficiaries who were randomly assigned to received recycling bins were much
more likely to recycle, compared with others who were randomly selected to only
receive information about recycling.
• A third interpretation is that the provision of informational materials in a form
other than the traditional pamphlet or leaflet – e.g. on a calendar or sticker –
may make the medium itself interesting for the beneficiary (e.g. Banerjee et al.
2014). Similarly, Chong and colleagues (2013) report that providing
informational stickers in addition to recycling bins increased recycling behaviour.
Providing comparison information about one’s group or community (in relation with
another group or community) could be another facilitating factor in successful advocacy
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interventions. Allcott (2011), for example, found that providing comparative information
that showed households’ energy usage compared with their neighbours was effective at
reducing the energy consumption of poorer-performing households without negatively
influencing the better-performing households. Telling people that their neighbours are
conserving energy is three times more effective in curtailing energy expenditure in a
household than simply telling the household they can cut their bills by using certain
methods. In social psychology, this phenomenon is called conformity – the act of
matching attitudes, beliefs and behaviours to group norms. This tendency to conform
occurs in small groups and/or society as a whole, and may result from subtle
unconscious influences or direct and overt social pressure, and often arises from a
desire for security within the group. 10
We also found that successful advocacy interventions frequently use mass media
campaigns. Information campaigns met with greater success when information was
provided in a newspaper (Reinikka and Svensson 2004), by leaflet or pamphlet (Yazdani
et al. 2009), in person, or in a group setting. Banerjee and colleagues (2011) published
report cards for politicians in leading local newspapers that were delivered door to door.
In this case, although the information was disseminated in a relatively impersonal
manner, it was highly relevant to the population. We hypothesise that mass media
channels address the entire target group and therefore aim to transform social norms.
Mass media channels also reduce the isolation or persecution that an otherwise lone or
small subgroup may feel if they are targeted by themselves, while highlighting the
importance of the topic.
Advocacy programmes can be implemented at three levels: individual, community-wide
and national. In our sample, we find that individual and community-level interventions
are not as successful as national interventions, but determining why is difficult. We
present four theories:
1. Intensity: People prefer not to change their behaviour. Inertia is strong, and
changing behaviours requires significant changes in thinking and action.
Messages are easier to ignore when the intervention is small and there is no
pressing need to respond to each such message, but when information
permeates widely and is spread through mass media, it becomes difficult to
ignore. This is especially true for health-related advocacy interventions.
Examples are the cases of recycling and smoking cessation.
2. Negative externalities: Many national advocacy campaigns underscore the
negative externality of inaction – i.e. the harm that not changing will do to others.
Examples include the movement against drunk driving (drunk driving kills
children) and the argument against smoking (passive smoking has adverse
health consequences).
3. Peer effects: Changes in the share of people who engage in a certain behaviour,
e.g. smoking, may affect other people’s decision to quit (Cutler 2004).
10

Robert Cialdini, professor emeritus of psychology at Arizona State University and best known for the 1984
book Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, calls this concept ‘social proof’ and includes it in his six
principles of persuasion. For Cialdini, social proof is the phenomenon that people do things that they see
other people doing. In one of his experiments, one or more participants would look up into the sky. They
found that bystanders would quickly gather and also look up to the sky to look for what the others were
seeing. At one point, this experiment had to be stopped because too many people started looking up and it
stopped traffic.
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4. Scale-up: It is possible that the national campaigns were scaled-up versions of
locally successful advocacy initiatives that targeted behaviour change, and that
the theory-based impact evaluations we examined presented evaluations of
national initiatives rather than more modest ones.
Advocacy initiatives in which information was provided orally by phone or by text
message were not as successful in bringing about the desired change (e.g. Jamison et
al. 2013). This may be because text messaging is an impersonal form of communication.
Furthermore, the recipient of a targeted text message may feel singled out and may
deny the behaviour; this method also creates ambiguity about who is providing the
information and raise doubts about the truthfulness of the information, as compared with
information that comes from mass media channels. However, this finding about text and
by-phone oral messages needs examination in future studies. It is also important to note
that several evaluations of mobile phone initiatives used for various economic and social
development programmes have shown promising results (Ishola and Chipps 2015),
suggesting that the type of target, recipient and supplier of the information, as well as the
context in which the information is given, is correlated with the outcome of the initiative
(Borkum et al. 2015; Cole and Fernando 2012; Kremer et al. 2009).
Other advocacy initiatives use a combination of approaches. Banerjee and colleagues
(2014) present an evaluation of a successful advocacy campaign in India, in which local
organisations undertook a pre-election awareness campaign in the lead-up to Gram
Panchayat elections to help slum dwellers hold local politicians electorally accountable.
The campaign included activities such as calendar distribution, door-to-door canvassing,
street theatre and using report cards to convey information about elected officials’
responsibilities in providing public goods and employment to the villages. The printed
calendar highlighted district statistics, and a multi-year report card was released in a
newspaper, providing information on councilors’ or village leaders’ performance. This
advocacy campaign was found to have influenced councilors to redirect spending
towards slum-relevant infrastructure.

3.4.1 Limitations of this study
This paper is a starting point, and more research is needed in this area of advocacy
evaluation. Future research should also focus on factors such as context, geographic
region and economic status of the country, and examine which advocacy or information
campaigns work best by context.
This study identifies countries or regions, or even the national income grouping, but does
not do a detailed analysis of which advocacy interventions worked best in which context,
due to the small sample of studies in each context. Studies need to examine if context
(including cultural norms, political participation, type of governance, severity of targeted
issues, and socio-economic factors of targeted population) is associated with successful
advocacy interventions for behaviour change, as well as the characteristics or factors
associated with success.
This is a review of a limited number of studies, and we do not undertake a metaanalysis. The positive deviance approach we used means we are able to present only
some attributes of successful programmes and are not able to indicate what might be
determining factors for programmes to be successful.
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We only examine published studies in five databases. We do not look at unpublished
studies or the grey literature. Thus, this part of the study is likely to suffer from some
degree of publication bias: it is unlikely that many programmes or advocacy campaigns
with no effect or negative effects were written up for publication in journals. We do not
undertake a meta-analysis of these studies.
Research designs used in these evaluation studies relied on experimental and/or quasiexperimental designs. This also presents limitations. Experimental methods are unable
to deal with changing and dynamic contexts or rapidly changing interventions or target
groups. This contextual element is especially important in advocacy interventions that
aim to influence policy, systems, or organisations, and communities, and even for
behaviour change.

4. Additional methods for advocacy evaluation
In this section, we describe additional methods of evaluations of advocacy interventions
that may especially be employed for policy advocacy evaluations. We also provide a
toolkit for evaluators of advocacy interventions.
One limitation of the review that we discuss in section 2 is that it excludes evaluations of
advocacy programmes that aim to influence policy, because there are few theory-based
impact evaluations that examine such advocacy programmes. This is likely because it is
difficult to use impact evaluation methods for evaluating policy advocacy interventions as
it is difficult to construct a counterfactual in policy settings.
So, what methods can we use to evaluate policy advocacy initiatives? Advocacy
evaluation is a young discipline without agreed-upon methodologies. Some consensus
on best practices is emerging, and these have influenced the methods we highlight and
discuss in this part of the study. In section 4, we focus on an array of evaluation methods
and approaches for advocacy initiatives that aim to change policy or policy advocacy
evaluation. Interviews with experts and review of literature have helped us compile a set
of additional approaches to policy advocacy evaluation. These methods not only
contribute to efforts in evaluating policy advocacy; they also aid in overcoming the
challenges discussed to evaluation approaches, which we discuss in sections 2 and 3.

4.1 Methods
We employed a mixed approach that used qualitative interviews and a literature review
to identify other methods for evaluating advocacy initiatives. We conducted qualitative
interviews with 14 advocacy and advocacy evaluation experts from international
advocacy and evaluation-based agencies, NGOs, consulting firms and educational
institutions. (See online Appendix C for a list of experts consulted.) This interview and
literature review process revealed a list of methods to evaluate advocacy interventions.
Interview data was complemented by a comprehensive literature review of advocacy
evaluation methods, including academic literature and publications and tools from
evaluators and advocacy institutions. Brief summaries of evaluation methods are
presented here, along with concrete examples of application. Please refer to Appendix A
for a list of published references gathered for each of the presented evaluation methods.
This is intended to be a suggestive list, not an exhaustive one. We aim to show how the
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listed methods can address some of the specific issues faced in evaluating advocacy.
Understanding the key questions addressed by these approaches will also be useful in
guiding further discussion on their areas of complementarity with impact evaluation
approaches.

4.2 Results
This section describes advocacy evaluation methods, additional to experimental and/or
quasi-experimental methods, which may be used for policy advocacy evaluations.

4.2.1 Case study
Advocacy never operates in a policy vacuum. Political, cultural and social contexts are
continuously changing, making evaluation in this uncontrolled environment difficult. One
way to understand and document an advocacy initiative operating in a complex context
is the case study method. The term ‘case study’ is often misunderstood and misused to
mean anecdote, qualitative method, brief synopsis of experience or program, or an
unscientific process. There is a lack of consensus among different disciplines about how
it should be used and what makes it a credible form of evidence or evaluation tool. As a
method, it has improved significantly in recent years, as has its credibility.
Although the term ‘case study’ is used broadly to describe single-observation events,
largely due to the long history of the case study as an in-depth research tool, case study
as a methodology is quite specific. Swanborn offers a comprehensive definition in Case
Study Research: What, Why, How? (2010), highlighting aspects that are often
overlooked when the term is used incorrectly.
A case study refers to the study of a social phenomenon:
• It is carried out within the boundaries of one social system (the case) or within
the boundaries of a few social systems (the cases), such as people,
organisations, groups, individuals, local communities or nation states that are the
case’s natural context;
• It monitors the phenomenon during a certain period or, alternatively, by collecting
information afterward in the context of a certain period;
• The researcher focuses on describing and explaining social processes that
unfold between people participating in the process, including their values,
expectations, opinions, perceptions, resources, controversies, decisions, mutual
relations and behaviour;
• The researcher is guided initially by a broad research question; explores the
data; and, only after some time, formulates more precise research questions,
keeping an eye open for unexpected aspects of the process;
• Uses several data sources, such as documents, interviews with informants and
participant observation; and
• Optionally in the final stage, the investigator invites the studied persons and
stakeholders to present their perspectives, or to share with them the preliminary
research conclusions, not only to attain a more solid base for the final report, but
also sometimes to clear up misunderstandings, ameliorate internal social
relations and ‘point everyone in the same direction’ (Swanborn 2010 p.13).
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With case studies, the training of the researcher and the quality of implementation of the
method are extremely important to the validity and usefulness of the evaluation.
Unacknowledged bias and poor analysis skills can render the case study less useful.

4.2.2 Process tracing
Process tracing was first developed in 1979 for political science research to analyse
historical events, and it is often an approach used in a case study. Process tracing
focuses on discerning causation through identifying possible causal mechanisms
between observed variables by examining the fit of a theory to the intervention or
initiative’s causal steps. Process tracing is used to explain ‘how “X” produces a series of
conditions that come together in some way (or not) to produce “Y”. By emphasising the
causal process that leads to certain outcomes, process tracing lends itself to validating
theoretical predictions and hypotheses’ (Wesleyan University n.d. p.32). As such,
process tracing does not aim to measure impact, but rather to increase our confidence in
the identified causal mechanisms that led an intervention to the observed outcome
(Befani and Mayne 2014). By identifying the causal mechanisms at play, process tracing
allows for the observation of the avenues through which change occurred and how the
various mechanisms led to change.
Process tracing uses an intervention’s theory of change and the assumptions it holds
about the actions, events and conditions that will occur as the initiative progresses from
inputs to outcomes and impacts (usually in a nonlinear fashion). The accuracy of these
assumptions are what process tracing tests. It includes four key steps:
1. Build confidence in the causal mechanisms using knowledge of the context and
intervention alone (pre-data collection);
2. Using the data and information collected, test whether the intervention indeed
contributed to the outcome;
3. Test whether other factors outside the intervention may have contributed in some
regard to the outcome; and
4. Test the entire theory of change to examine whether the anticipated chain of
effects unfolded as expected in reality (Befani and Mayne 2014).
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Box 1: An example of process tracing
Health for all: towards free universal health care in Ghana 2012/13
Evaluator: Gavin Stedman-Bryce
Oxfam Great Britain uses an adapted version of process tracing to evaluate its
advocacy initiatives. An example is Stedman-Bryce’s project effectiveness review,
Health for all: towards free universal health care in Ghana 2012/13. This campaign
aimed at improving the National Health Insurance Scheme in Ghana by increasing
awareness of the weaknesses of the scheme and proposing specific solutions. To
assess the project’s contribution to key policy outcomes, Stedman-Bryce examined
(1) the extent to which interim or longer-term outcomes were successfully achieved
and (2) the extent to which the programme contributed to those outcomes.
He reconstructed the campaign’s theory of change with stakeholders; identified
interim and final outcomes; and obtained and assessed evidence on whether the
outcomes materialised – and, if they did, the plausible causal explanations for those
outcomes.
Stedman-Bryce conducted 21 carefully selected key informant interviews, which were
systematically coded to parse key evidence, recurring regularities and emerging
themes. He used triangulation to validate the data and findings. He also investigated
50 relevant documents from a variety of sources and worked with the campaign team
to identify three key interim outcomes, which the campaign was working to achieve.
He used participatory methods to facilitate identification of key outcomes and
information.
The process tracing study concluded that there was strong causal evidence that the
campaign’s cornerstone report, despite the significant backlash it received from
Ghanaian politicians, had led to a revision in the way national authorities calculated
and reported the impact of the program, which had been previously grossly
overstated. The campaign also was found to have mobilised civil society organisations
working on health access issues. The campaign was not, however, found to have had
an impact on the support for free universal healthcare in the lead-up to the following
elections.
For more information about this evaluation, see Stedman-Bryce (2013).

4.2.3 Contribution analysis
Contribution analysis (Beer and Coffman 2015, citing Mayne 2008) is often used in
conjunction with or as a starting point for process tracing (Befani and Mayne 2014).
Different from process tracing, contribution analysis is a tool created by evaluators for
evaluation. However, similar to process tracing, it is used to assess the accuracy of a
theory of change using collected data, results and logic to test whether the assumptions
articulated in the theory of change hold in reality. Therefore, the goal of contribution
analysis is to establish a level of confidence that an initiative contributed to observed
results. Importantly, contribution analysis also has the power to identify why results
occurred (or did not) and how the actions of the initiative evaluated played a role in the
outcomes, which makes it a powerful tool not only in the assessment of an initiative’s
contribution, but also in the dynamics of that contribution, which can be useful for
learning and future implementation.
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Contribution analysis is typically retrospective, conducted after policy outcomes are
observed. The process has six iterative steps:
1. Mapping advocacy results using a logic model, outcome chain or similar
approach;
2. Gathering existing evidence on those results;
3. Exploring alternative explanations for the results to determine if they might
provide a better explanation of the observed results than the advocacy effort
being examined;
4. Developing a performance story that lays out the context, planned and actual
accomplishments, lessons learned, and main alternative explanations for the
results, along with why those alternative explanations should not be accepted;
5. Seeking additional evidence where alternative evidence cannot be discounted or
where the contribution argument is questionable; and
6. Revising and strengthening the performance story where possible.
If this cannot be done, either more data and analysis is required or the conclusion is that
a plausible and defensible case cannot be made that the advocacy effort contributed to
the observed results.

4.2.4 General elimination method
One of the processes for ruling out other plausible explanations for an outcome is the
general elimination method (GEM). GEM is a case study method that is used to
determine whether a plausible and defensible case can be made that the advocacy effort
had an impact by eliminating alternative or rival explanations of cause and effect. When
using GEM, one gathers evidence to eliminate alternative ideas about what caused an
outcome until the most convincing and evidence-based explanation remains (Coffman
2010).
GEM involves three steps:
1. Identifying the list of possible causes for the outcomes and impacts of interest;
2. Identifying the conditions necessary for each possible cause in the list to have an
effect on outcomes or impacts; and
3. Working out whether the conditions for each possible cause are present or not. If
these elimination steps are followed, the final set of causes should only include
those whose requisite conditions are completely present (Scriven 2008).
One of the key conditions for GEM to be effective is that the list of possible causes must
be exhaustive in order to rule out all alternative hypotheses. This can be difficult, if not
impossible, in some settings (Alexander and Bonino 2015 p.10).
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Box 2: An application of GEM
Evaluation of the Supreme Court advocacy campaign
Evaluator: Michael Quinn Patton
Michael Quinn Patton used GEM to evaluate whether an advocacy campaign
implemented over nine months, with more than $2 million in support from a number of
foundations, influenced a Supreme Court decision.
In his application of GEM, Patton searched for connections between an effect (the
Supreme Court decision) and the intervention (the advocacy campaign) using a
retrospective case study. He gathered evidence through 45 interviews with individuals
directly involved in the campaign or the case, document analysis, a review of court
arguments and decisions in more than 30 court documents and 20 scholarly
publications and books, and news analysis and documentation from the campaign. He
then applied the forensic method, in which he eliminated other plausible explanations
until the most compelling, evidence-based explanation remained.
By ruling out other possible theories, Patton was able to conclude that the campaign
contributed significantly to the Supreme Court’s decision.
For more information about this evaluation, see Patton (2008).

4.2.5 Episode study
One case study approach for understanding a policy change is the episode study. An
episode study is especially useful for identifying the impact of research on policy change
(ODI 2009). In such a study, an episode of policy change or influence is the starting
point for the case study (Carden 2009). It is then used to go back and track what impact
research had among the variety of issues or events that led to the policy change. An
episode study could focus on a single episode or several comparable episodes. It differs
from other case study approaches, which usually take an initiative as the starting point
and look forward (BetterEvaluation 2014b).
Steps to undertake an episode study:
1. Identify the policy change that is to be evaluated as the outcome of interest;
2. Identify the research questions related to the policy issue;
3. Construct a historical narrative that follows the events leading up to the policy
change, including a timeline of key decisions, practices, and events and the
individuals involved. This requires using multiple sources of information; and
4. Use the historical narrative to explore how and why the important policy
decisions and practices occurred, and the (potential) role played by advocacy or
research efforts (ODI 2009).
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Box 3: An application of episode study
The PRSP initiative: multilateral policy change and the role of research
Evaluators: Karin Christiansen and Ingie Hovland
In this report, the authors use episode study to track the evolution and influence of the
World Bank’s Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP) initiative, along with related
factors such as the role of research on policy reform. They test three hypotheses
about the influence of research on evidence-based pro-poor policy:
1. It is more effective if it fits within or has the capacity to challenge the political
and institutional limits of policymakers;
2. It is more likely to contribute to policy change if outputs are based on inclusive
processes and communication of the evidence is context-appropriate; and
3. It will be more effective if researchers and policymakers share common
networks in particular policy areas by constructing a historical narrative in the
lead-up to the policy changes that were observed in each case study they
analysed.
They created a timeline of key policy decisions and practices; identified relevant
events, documents and actors; and investigated why those policy decisions and
practices occurred and how research might have influenced them. Data came from
interviews with important stakeholders, literature and document reviews, and
triangulation of information.
The authors concluded that policy change within the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund to adopt the new PRSP initiative was due, indirectly, to relevant
academic and applied policy research. They also found that research is more likely to
be influential if it is undertaken with input from policymakers, is rigorous, and evidence
is disseminated through research and policy networks.
For more information about this evaluation, see Christiansen and Hovland (2003).

4.2.6 System mapping and network diagrams
Increasingly sophisticated coalitions and alliances are collaborating around advocacy
efforts, some of which are global in nature (Chapman and Wameyo 2001). Coalitions
may be built around a key issue that is agreed upon, but the groups involved have
distinct missions. In other words, rather than just having one goal, the effort may have
several goals that overlap in some way. Often, a programme evaluator’s first task is to
clarify the objectives of the programme being evaluated.
Network diagram and system mapping are tools used to facilitate this process. These
tools may help the evaluator to map out different potential roles in advocacy efforts (e.g.
lobbying, protesting, advising or advocating). A network diagram is made up of a set of
nodes and lines that connect those nodes, and is often created using participatory social
network analysis methods. Such maps or diagrams can be part of an articulated theory
of change or can be done independent of theory of change (BetterEvaluation 2014c;
Durland and Fredericks 2005). Tools exist that can facilitate this analysis, including lists
of policy stakeholders that may be considered (Start and Hovland 2004).
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4.2.7 Outcome mapping
Outcome mapping can be used to visualise a theory of change and incorporate
relationships and intended outcomes during planning. 11 It can also be used as an
evaluation approach to analyse the outcomes of an initiative (Earl et al. 2001). It can be
combined with other evaluation tools to help assess contribution claims, such as afteraction reviews (Smutylo 2005). Since it facilitates an in-depth examination into an
initiative’s theory of change, it provides a framework to collect data on interim outcomes
that can lead to longer-term, more transformative changes and allows for the plausible
assessment of the initiative’s contribution to identified results.
Identifying interim outcomes is essential in advocacy evaluation, because interim
outcomes themselves can be game-changing: in many cases, longer-term goals are not
realised and are distant. Classifying interim outcomes can help map progress towards
longer-term outcomes, especially when an initiative’s path or strategy is modified midcourse. It is important, however, that the interim outcomes measured be the most
meaningful, as opposed to the most easily identified, so that the most influential steps
are followed and can be traced to later outcomes (Beer and Coffman 2015). Table 9
provides examples of interim outcomes with corresponding descriptions.
Outcome mapping consists of three main steps:
1. Intentional design, which helps a project team identify and agree upon the highlevel changes they aim to achieve and plan their strategy accordingly;
2. Outcome and performance monitoring, which provides a framework for
monitoring activities undertaken and follows actors’ progress towards stated
goals; and
3. Evaluation planning, which helps actors effectively allocate effort and resources
towards priorities (Smutylo 2005).
Table 9: Examples of interim outcomes
Interim outcome

Description

Attitudes or beliefs
changes
Awareness raising

Target audiences’ feelings or affect about an issue or policy
proposal
Audience recognition that a problem exists or familiarity with a policy
proposal
Increase in the number of individuals who can be counted on for
sustained advocacy or action on an issue
Changes in how an issue is presented, discussed or perceived
Quantity and/or quality of coverage generated in print, broadcast or
electronic media
Previously unengaged individuals who take action in support of an
issue or position
High-profile individuals who adopt an issue and publicly advocate for
it
New public or private funders or individuals who contribute funds or
other resources for a cause

Constituency or support
base growth
Issue reframing
Media coverage
New advocates
New champions
New donors

11

A related method that may be of interest is RAPID outcomes assessment. See
<http://betterevaluation.org/evaluation-options/rapid_outcome_assessment>.
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Interim outcome

Description

Organisational capacity

The ability of an organisation or coalition to lead, adapt, manage and
technically implement an advocacy strategy
The formation or growth of mutually beneficial relationships with
other organisations or individuals who support or participate in an
advocacy strategy
The willingness of policymakers to act in support of an issue or
policy proposal
The willingness of a (non-policymaker) target audience to act in
support of an issue or policy proposal
An increase in importance a target audience assigns an issue or
policy proposal

Partnerships or
alliances
Political will
Public will
Salience

4.2.8 Outcome harvesting
Similar to outcome mapping, outcome harvesting reviews an array of sources to
document how an initiative contributed to observed outcomes. Uniquely, outcome
harvesting uses evidence to identify what has been achieved, and then assesses how a
specific initiative did or did not contribute to that achievement, making a verifiable
connection (Wilson-Grau and Britt 2012). Outcome harvesting does not rely on
predetermined or suggestive outcomes and track an initiative’s progress against them,
but rather builds the case for which outcomes occurred and how an initiative is linked to
them.
Outcome harvesting follows the following process:
1. Once key questions are developed, data is gathered on actions and outcomes
through a variety of primary and secondary sources;
2. Evaluators then validate the information collected by comparing documents and
interviews; and
3. Using validated evidence, evaluators then analyse and interpret the data to
answer key questions around the contribution of the initiative to the outcomes
observed. This can be done through drafting stories, by creating charts or
matrices, or through other data visualisations.

4.2.9 Artificial neural networks
One other method that has been used in other research but has not found its way into
evaluations of advocacy initiatives, is using artificial neural networks. We think thre are
some strengths associated with this emerging approach that could be used critically to
inform the effectiveness of advocacy initiatives. Artificial neural networks are processing
devices that can be either algorithms or actual hardware modeled to process information
in a way similar to the way it is processed by the human brain. Artificial neural networks
are composed of a large number of interconnected processing elements or neurons that
work together to process information (University of Wisconsin-Madison 2015). The
special feature is that artificial neural networks have the ability to learn from experience
and adjust accordingly. They can be used to derive meaning from complex and/or
imprecise data and can find patterns and trends that are nearly impossible to be
observed through other techniques (Stergiou and Siganos 2016). A well-trained neural
network can be used to give future predictions and answer ‘what if’ questions.
Similar to how children learn to talk and categorise things based on examples from their
parents, neural networks get trained to work in certain way based on examples where a
defined input should result in its expected outcome. Once an artificial neural network is
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presented with a pattern, it uses previous information to make an informed guess on
what the pattern might be; depending on how far the result is from the prediction, the
neural network adjusts its processes by changing the weights of its assumptions. The
disadvantage of using neural networks is that they must be trained carefully with
previous information. Additionally, since neural networks create their own pathways to
solve problems, the process through which results are achieved can be unpredictable for
the user (Stergiou and Siganos 2016).
Artificial neural networks work well in these instances:
• Capturing associations or discovering regularities within a set of patterns;
• Cases where the volume, number of variables or diversity of the data is large;
• When relationships between variables are vaguely understood; and
• When relationships are difficult to describe adequately with conventional
approaches. (University of Wisconsin-Madison n.d.)

4.2.10 Qualitative comparative analysis
Qualitative comparative analysis bridges quantitative components of research with the
qualitative aspects of case-oriented insight. It does this by bringing together integrative
binary logic (e.g. two-way logic affirming whether a condition is true or false) and
empirical intensity to qualitative approaches, such as Boolean logic (AND, OR and
NOT), to establish meaningful interpretations of data (Marshall 1998; Raab and Stuppert
2014). Qualitative comparative analysis can be employed in relatively small and simple
data sets and functions to establish necessity or sufficiency among various conditions of
causal pathways in complex observed or hypothetical cases (Ragin 2008; Raab and
Stuppert 2014).
Qualitative comparative analysis can be advantageous in the following situations (Befani
2016; Kane et al. 2014):
• Analysing a small number of cases (e.g. 5–30);
• Identifying multiple pathways to an outcome;
• Addressing complex pathways with multiple factors and combinations (e.g. INUS
conditions 12);
• Examining relative contributions of different factors and pathways; and
• Establishing alternate or asymmetric pathways.
Raab and Stuppert (2014) provide a celebrated example of qualitative comparative
analysis, examining 39 studies for conditions for effective or ineffective evaluation
effects, evaluation context, and aspects of evaluation quality in greater depth related to
violence against women and girls.

4.3 Tools
Separate from evaluation approaches in this section, we discuss some tools that
evaluators of advocacy programmes may use in addition to or to complement well-

12

Causal conditions that are insufficient but necessary parts of causal recipes, which are
themselves unnecessary but sufficient.
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recognised quantitative and qualitative methods, to provide important insights into
advocacy approaches and processes.

4.3.1 After-action review
After-action review is a straightforward and flexible tool used to facilitate ongoing
learning and organisational improvement by convening a team to discuss an activity,
event or project in an open and transparent manner. This tool was developed for a
military context, but it is used broadly at corporations and increasingly by activists,
advocates and political organisations.
After-action review asks relevant stakeholders the following questions (BetterEvaluation
2015):
• What was anticipated to happen?
• What actually happened?
• Why were there differences?
• What worked?
• What didn’t?
• Why?
• What would you do differently next time?13

4.3.2 Intense period debrief
Intense period debrief is a tool similar to the after-action review, developed by the
Innovation Network. The process is undertaken shortly after an intense period of
advocacy activity to engage advocates in evaluative inquiry. Periods of high-intensity
activity provide critical opportunities for data collection and learning. However, advocates
have little capacity for reflection during such times, often resulting in a lack of data
collection or debriefing during this time. This absence of data at such a crucial time in
the initiative unfortunately leaves important data gaps. Intense period debrief aims to
remedy this problem by convening key actors through focus groups or individual
interviews, following a debrief interview protocol to acquire information and data about
advocates’ recent experiences (Coffman 2015).
Because intense period debrief collects in-depth and real-time information from key
actors, it can capture the public mood and political context during the intense window of
activity. It aims to answer questions related to what occurred; how campaign members
responded to actions and events; and what activities occurred behind closed doors, how
those closed-door activities occurred and what their meaning was. It can also collect
perspective on the outcome(s) achieved or not achieved and how strategies could have
been modified to be more successful. As the method’s developers note,
The idea of the debrief grew out of the need to have a forum that encouraged
participation from key groups and individuals engaged in different layers or
“spheres of influence” surrounding decision makers. It … [is] particularly useful
for providing a way for individuals in the “inner circle” of those spheres … to tell
the story of what happened behind the scenes (Coffman 2015 p.7).

13

This summary is taken, with permission, from an ODI/RAPID publication (Ramalingam 2006). Sources for
the original article are Collison and Parcell (2001) and Whiffen (2001).
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4.3.3 Policymaker rating tool
The policymaker rating tool is designed to gauge political will or support for a particular
advocacy issue or proposal among a defined group of policymakers (e.g. a legislature or
council). Developed in response to the perceived inadequacy of indicators commonly
used to gauge policymaker support on issues (e.g. number of bills introduced on the
issue, number of bill co-sponsors or co-signers, or number of votes for or against
specific bills), the policymaker rating tool capitalises on advocates’ insider knowledge
about individual policymakers’ stances on policy issues (Coffman and Reed 2009).

4.3.4 Most significant change
When stakeholders do not agree on the most important outcomes or what success looks
like, the most significant change tool can be used to understand and account for different
viewpoints. This approach involves generating and analysing personal accounts of
change and then determining which are the most significant, and why, in a collective
manner.
There are three basic steps in using most significant change:
1. Deciding types of stories that should be collected;
2. Collecting stories and determining which stories are the most significant; and
3. Sharing stories and discussion of values with stakeholders.
In addition to guiding the collection and reporting of stories, most significant change
provides guidance for learning from these stories. In particular, it provides a tool to learn
about the similarities and differences according to what different groups and individuals
value. Most significant change is used primarily for classifying values held by different
stakeholders and for identifying intended and unintended outcomes. Hence, it is usually
combined with other tools or methods to evaluate an intervention. Most significant
change can be helpful in explaining how processes and influential mechanisms and in
what situations and contexts change comes about (Dart and Davies 2003).
Table 10 provides a brief summary of the additional methods of advocacy evaluation
discussed here.
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Table 10: Additional methods and tools for advocacy evaluation
Keywords

Purposes

Prospective
evaluation

Appropriate
for long-term
nature

Appropriate for
changing and
highly
uncontrolled
environment

Pros

Potential
Drawbacks

Case study

In-depth
research tool of
What, Why,
How?

Looks at a case in its
natural context,
examines multiple
exposures

Yes

Yes

Yes

Detailed, highlights variables of
interest

No

No

No

Validates and provides insight
into the assumptions and
predictions that are part of the
identified causal mechanism

No

No

No

No

No

No

Builds confidence in theory of
change’s assumptions and
predictions, identifies what
actions of an intervention
affected the outcomes
Narrows the potential causes
influencing outcomes

Unacknowledged
bias, poor
analysis, not
widely applicable,
cannot make
causal claims
Not helpful if
looking at a weak
hypothesis, can
lead to losing the
big picture
Looking at a
weak hypothesis

Process
tracing

Testing
hypothesis,
observing
avenues of
change
Mapping
contribution,
testing theory
of change

Examines the fit of a
theory to the
intervention or
initiative’s causal
steps
Tests accuracy of
theory of change
assumptions,
identifies Why and
How of results
Rules out alternative
explanations for
outcomes to reach
the most plausible
reasoning
Assesses impact of
advocacy or
research on policy
change

No

No

No

Methods

Contribution
analysis

General
elimination
method

Episode
study

Defensible
case for
initiative,
eliminate
alternative
theories
Influence of
single or
comparative
episodes
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Provides a comprehensive
narrative

Need exhaustible
list of causes, not
possible in some
settings

Inefficient for rare
instances, might
overlook
important factors

Keywords

Purposes

Prospective
evaluation

Appropriate
for long-term
nature

Pros

Potential
Drawbacks

No

Appropriate for
changing and
highly
uncontrolled
environment
No

System
mapping and
network
diagrams

Visualising a
network of
goals

No

Outcome
mapping

Mapping
theories of
change

Outcome
harvesting

Linking actions
to outcomes

Maps different
potential roles in
advocacy efforts
(e.g. lobbying,
protesting, advising
or advocating)
Visualises theory of
change and
analyses
relationships and
outcomes
Assesses an
initiative’s
contribution to verify
connections by
working backwards

Provides a visual
representation

Supplementary
tool only

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provides a visual
representation, highlights
strengths and shortcomings,
captures interim outcomes

No

Yes

Yes

Especially useful in complex
situations, analyses unintended
outcomes

Generalises unseen
observations

Yes

Yes

No

Pinpoints decisive
cross-case patterns

Yes

Yes

Yes

Picks up hidden relationships,
approximates any continuous
function to any desired degree
of accuracy
Assesses causation in complex
cases, can be used for a small
number of cases, flexible and
adaptable to different situations

Potentially long
and complex
procedures,
contribution not
attribution
Identifies
contribution not
attribution, only
captures
outcomes that the
informants are
aware of
Vulnerable to
potential
misclassification,
time consuming
Vulnerable to
biases due to
selection of cases
analysis of small
number of cases
results in limited
generalisation

Artificial
neural
networks

Learning
machine

Qualitative
comparative
analysis

Analysis of
causal
pathways

Tools
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Keywords

Purposes

Prospective
evaluation

Appropriate
for long-term
nature

Pros

Potential
Drawbacks

No

Appropriate for
changing and
highly
uncontrolled
environment
Yes

After-action
review

Structured
review

No

Intense
period debrief

Post-initiative
inquiry

Policymaker
rating tool

Policymakers’
support

Facilitates ongoing
learning by
convening actors to
openly discuss an
activity/event/project
Engages advocates
in evaluative inquiry
after periods of highintensity activity
Gauges political will
or support

Highlights strengths and
shortcomings

Questions need
to be planned
and executed
well

No

No

No

Captures current mood and
context

Vulnerable to
respondent bias

No

No

No

Assesses level of support on
policies

No

No

No

Provides context, helps identify
most important outcomes for
stakeholders

Can be
misleading,
doesn’t cover
context
Supplementary
tool only

Most
significant
change

Collecting
stories

Analyses personal
accounts of change
to determine the
most significant ones
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4.4 Discussion
Non-experimental approaches are less likely to provide the same level of certainty as
robust experimental evaluation tools and are less structured than experimental and/or
quasi-experimental approaches; however, they may offer the flexibility, adaptability and
rigor required for more structured mixed methods. They could also be valid alternatives
in situations where experimental and quasi-experimental approaches are hardly or not
applicable.
Qualitative components of advocacy evaluation sometimes simply consist of a few group
discussions and interviews with key informants or ethnographic surveys to understand
the pathways to impacts and, in some cases, to monitor programme and evaluation
fidelity. Qualitative tools, help to describe possible causal links between an initiative and
impacts and can be quite important and useful when used in combination with
quantitative approaches, which help to measure the strength of these linkages and their
impact.
We compiled a set of methods for advocacy evaluation through literature review and
interviews with advocacy experts, which enabled us to address the shortcomings of
strictly experimental approaches. However, it is important to recognise that no method is
one size fits all. Many experts use several methods or parts of methods to design an
evaluation strategy that fits the unique context and goals of the initiative they are
evaluating. As many experts interviewed noted, designing an advocacy evaluation plan
requires the combination of several methods and tools, and often the flexibility to change
which methods or tools are used to best fit the context and needs of the evaluation.

5. Conclusion
Advocacy has long been utilized to influence public policy, it is increasingly being
recognized as an important component of social and behavioral change initiatives. Its
role has been acknowledged by researchers, programme planners and funding
agencies, leading to an increased use of advocacy efforts, often as complements to
other interventions. With the development and use of numerous and diverse advocacy
techniques, it becomes essential to evaluate these advocacy efforts to understand their
efficacy. Our interviews and literature review set out the challenges and considerations
for evaluating advocacy. Importantly, the need for flexible and more nuanced
approaches emerged.
One of the ways advocacy initiatives can be evaluated is by using established or
innovative impact evaluation methodologies. We reviewed published articles that had
used impact evaluation methods to evaluate behavioural advocacy programmes and
identified factors associated with effective advocacy. Identifying and highlighting the
factors contributing to positive outcomes can thus inform future advocacy initiatives
(programme planners, funders and beneficiaries) of which programme elements work
better than others and can be included in subsequent endeavors. Evaluating advocacy
carries myriad questions regarding what else we should look at for advocacy efforts –
efficacy versus effectiveness, causal density and other uncharted trajectories of change.
Undertakings could range from large, transformational change to slow, incremental
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adjustments. Furthermore, observing and defining tipping points carries its own set of
assumptions.
However, evaluating advocacy programmes using these methods also proved to have
shortcomings. As advocacy occurs in sociopolitical contexts that are continually in flux,
these methods may be too rigid in their approach. Advocacy requires evaluation
methods that capture the nuances of the contextual dynamics, which operate at different
levels as advocacy proceeds. In evaluating complex advocacy initiatives, identifying the
theory of change is essential in order to understand and highlight the definition of the
work, the stage of progress and the final goal. Thinking about the timing, effort and
agency of change likely requires multidisciplinary investigation.
Thus, we have presented an array of advocacy evaluation methods that have greater
capability to capture the fluid nature of advocacy. It is important to keep in mind that
evaluation of advocacy initiatives may require a combination of evaluation methods.
Furthermore, a method that is best suited for one advocacy initiative may not be suitable
for another. Evaluation methods must therefore be selected based on the nature of the
advocacy and the context of its setting. Therefore, the goals of this report are to provide
readers and users with a set of diverse evaluation tools and, ultimately, strengthen
advocacy evaluation through their appropriate application.
This study adds to the growing study and practise of advocacy evaluation by:
• Identifying the factors contributing to successful advocacy and shedding light on
conditions that enable change as a result of advocacy initiatives through a review
of advocacy impact evaluations; and
• Discussing advocacy evaluation methods; identifying promising methodologies
and illustrating the circumstances in which those methodologies could be most
effective..
There is a need for more research in this area to:
• Identify the characteristics of policy advocacy efforts that may contribute to their
success, as evaluations of these initiatives did not make the inclusion criteria for
this study;
• Continue investigating the impact of providing information on behaviour change.
As we discuss, the information type, channel and provider play a key role in the
outcomes of an initiative. Further research could shed light on how different types
of information are more or less effective at changing the behaviour or attitudes of
a population based on the characteristics of that population. A study identifying
the appropriateness of the messages in information campaigns would contribute
significantly to the evidence base of what makes advocacy successful; and
• Look deeper at advocacy (for behaviour, attitude or policy change) in each policy
sector. This would require qualitative assessments of the limited number of
advocacy evaluations in a given sector, but could allow for more specific
conclusions on the effectiveness of advocacy – e.g. in health or political
participation or even deeper, as in preventative medicine or voting.
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Appendix A: Advocacy evaluation resources
Tool or
concept
Bellwether
Methodology

Resources

Case studies

Gienapp, A and Cohen, C, 2011. Advocacy Evaluation Case Study: The
Chalkboard Project. Washington, DC: Center for Evaluation Innovation.

Coffman, J and Reed, E, 2009. Unique Methods in Advocacy Evaluation. The
California Endowment. Available at:
http://www.innonet.org/resources/files/Unique_Methods_Brief.pdf.

Swanborn, P, 2010. Case study research: what, why and how? London:
SAGE Publications Ltd.
Whelan, J, 2006. Assessing Advocacy: Extracts from ‘Work Justice’ Case
Study. The Change Agency. Available at:
http://www.thechangeagency.org/campaigners-toolkit/researchprojects/advocacy-evaluation/.
Contribution
analysis

Befani, B and Mayne, J, 2014. Process tracing and contribution analysis: a
combined approach to generative causal inference for impact evaluation. IDS
Bulletin, 45(6).
Beer, T and Coffman, J, 2015. Four Tools for Assessing Grantee Contribution
to Advocacy Efforts. Washington, DC: Center for Evaluation Innovation.
Available at: <http://www.evaluationinnovation.org/publications/four-toolsassessing-grantee-contribution-advocacy-efforts>.
Kotvojs, F, 2006. Contribution Analysis: A New Approach to Evaluation in
International Development. Paper presented at the Australian Evaluation
Society 2006 International Conference, Darwin, Australia.
Larbi, G, Christensen, J, Jackson, P and Ura, K, 2006. Capacity Development
in Bhutan: Capacity Development Outcome Evaluation of Danish Supported
Organisations in Bhutan. Copenhagen: Danida. Available at:
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/45/9/42218416.pdf.
Lemire, S, 2010. Contribution Analysis: The Promising New Approach to
Causal Claims. Paper presented at European Evaluation Society International
Conference, Prague. Available at: <https://www.alnap.org/helplibrary/contribution-analysis-the-promising-new-approach-to-causal-claims>
Mayne, J, 2001. Addressing attribution through contribution analysis: using
performance measures sensibly. Canadian Journal of Programme Evaluation,
16, pp.1–24.
Mayne, J, 2008. Contribution Analysis: An Approach to Exploring Cause and
Effect. Institutional Learning and Change Brief No. 7. Rome, Italy: Institutional
Learning and Change Initiative. Available at:
<http://www.adcoesao.pt/sites/default/files/avaliacao/4_22_contribution_analy
sis_an_approach_to_exploring_cause_and_effect_maio_2008.pdf>.
Mayne, J, 2011. Contribution analysis: addressing cause and effect. In: K
Forss, M Marra and R Schwartz, eds. Evaluating the complex. New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers.
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Tool or
concept
General
Elimination
Methodology

Resources
Patton, MQ, 2008. Advocacy impact evaluation. Journal of MultiDisciplinary
Evaluation, 5(9).
Scriven, M, 1976. Maximising the power of causal investigations: the Modus
Operandi method. In: GV Glass, ed. Evaluation studies review annual, Vol. 1.
London: SAGE Publications Ltd.
Scriven, M, 2005. Can We Infer Causation from Cross-sectional Data? Paper
presented at a Symposium on the Use of School-Level Data for Evaluating
Federal Education Programmes, Washington, DC.
Scriven, M, 2008. A summative evaluation of RCT methodology and an
alternative approach to causal research. Journal of MultiDisciplinary
Evaluation, 5(9), pp.11–24.

Outcome
harvesting

Wilson-Grau, R and Britt, H, 2012. Outcome Harvesting. New York: Ford
Foundation.

Outcome
mapping

Ambrose, K and Roduner, D, 2009. A Conceptual Fusion of the Logical
Framework Approach and Outcome Mapping. Outcome Mapping Ideas Paper
No. 1, May.
Armstrong, J, Carden, F, Coe, A and Earl, S, 2000. International Model Forest
Network Secretariat (IMFNS): Outcomes Assessment.
Earl, S, Carden, F and Smutylo, T, 2001. Outcome Mapping: Building
Learning and Reflection into Development Programs. Ottawa, Canada:
International Development Research Centre.
Earl, S and Carden, F, 2002. Learning from complexity: the International
Development Research Centre's experience with outcome mapping.
Development in Practice, 12(3/4), August.
Howard, G, Jeger, M and Wilson-Grau, R, 2011. BioNET 2007–2010: An
outcomes evaluation and assessment of the prospects for BioNET to increase
its impact on food security, in particular through greater support to plant health
systems. Available at : < http://webapp-hq.nl/node/1460>
Jones, H and Hearn, S, 2009. Outcome Mapping: A Realistic Alternative for
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation. London: Overseas Development
Institute (ODI) Background Note, October.
Majot, J, Richert, W and Wilson-Grau, R, 2010. Evaluation of Oxfam Novib’s
Global Programme 2005–2008. Available at:
<https://www.oxfamnovib.nl/Redactie/Downloads/Jaarverslagen/Landenevalu
aties/GloPro_Eval_2005_2008_Summ.pdf>
Outcome Mapping Learning Community website. Available at:
<http://www.outcomemapping.ca/>
Roduner, D, Schläppi, W and Egli, W, 2008. Logical framework approach and
outcome mapping, a constructive attempt of synthesis. Rural Development
News, 2, pp.1–24.
Smutylo, T, 2005. Outcome mapping: a method for tracking behavioural
changes in development programs. ILAC Brief 7, August.
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Tool or
concept

Resources
Van Ongevalle, J, Chipimbi, R and Sibanda, M, n.d. Analysing Outcome
Mapping Monitoring Data: The Case of the Quality Education and
Vulnerability Programme in Zimbabwe 2008–2013. Working Paper. Outcome
Mapping Learning Community. Available at:
<http://www.outcomemapping.ca/>
Van Ongevalle, J, Chipimbi, R and Sibanda, M, 2009. Monitoring for Impact in
a Programme’s Sphere of Influence – a Case Study of the Quality Education
and Vulnerability Programme in Zimbabwe. Presented at the African
Evaluation Association (AFREA) Conference, 29 March–3 April 2009, Cairo,
Egypt. Available at: <http://www.outcomemapping.ca/>

Process
tracing

Befani, B and Mayne, J, 2014. Process tracing and contribution analysis: a
combined approach to generative causal inference for impact evaluation. IDS
Bulletin, 45(6).
Bennett, A, 2008. Process-tracing: a Bayesian perspective. In: JM BoxSteffensmeier, HE Brady and D Collier, eds. The Oxford handbook of political
methodology. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp.702–21.
Bennett, A, 2010. Process tracing and causal inference. In: H Brady and D
Collier, eds. Rethinking social inquiry: diverse tools, shared standards.
Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield.
Checkel, JT, 2006. It’s the process, stupid! Process tracing in the study of
European and international politics. ARENA Centre for European Studies,
University of Oslo. Available at:
<http://www.sv.uio.no/arena/english/research/publications/arena-workingpapers/2001-2010/2005/wp05_26.pdf>
Checkel, JT, 2008. Tracing causal mechanisms. International Studies Review,
8(2), pp.362–70.
Collier, D, 2011. Understanding process tracing. Political Science and Politics,
44(4), pp.823–30.
George, AL and Bennett, A, 2005. Case studies and theory development in
the social sciences. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
Hughes, K and Hutchings, C, 2011. Can we obtain the required rigour without
randomisation? Oxfam GB’s non-experimental global performance framework.
3ie Working Paper 13. Available at:
<http://3ieimpact.org/en/publications/working-papers/working-paper-13/>
Reilly, R, 2010. Process tracing. In: AJ Mills, G Durepos and E Wiebe, eds.
Encyclopedia of case study research. London: SAGE Publications Ltd.
Wesleyan University, n.d. A User’s Guide to Political Science: Process
Tracing. Available at: <http://govthesis.site.wesleyan.edu/research/methodsand-analysis/analysing-qualitative-data/process-tracing/>

Strategic
plausibility

Coe, J and Smith, J, 2015. Making a case for change: the value of strategic
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evaluation expert interviews
This appendix is only available online and can be accessed from
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Online appendix C: List of key experts interviewed
This appendix is only available online and can be accessed from
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Online appendix D: Coding sheet for eligible studies
This appendix is only available online and can be accessed from
http://www.3ieimpact.org/media/filer_public/2017/12/14/wp29-online-appendix-d.pdf

Online appendix E: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for thematic evidence
review
This appendix is only available online and can be accessed from
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This working paper adds to the growing study
and practice of advocacy evaluation by
examining the challenges associated with
evaluating advocacy initiatives. The authors
identify factors associated with successful
advocacy interventions that have been
measured using rigorous impact evaluations.
Most advocacy evaluation rely on a range of
non-experimental designs, methods and
tools. This paper summarises them in a toolkit
section of the paper. It is designed to be used
by evaluators and advocacy practitioners to
address some of the challenges in measuring
the impacts of advocacy initiatives targeting a
change in policy, processes, knowledge,
values, or social norms. This paper highlights
that evaluating advocacy actions requires a
combination of methods, and that any single
method is too limited to evaluate the dynamic
and multi-level, multi-actor nature of
advocacy initiatives.
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